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I.  The place of Rev. 11 within the broader context in the book of  

Revelation and its historical context 
 

 Revelation chapter 11 should be seen as an interlude between the 6
th

 trumpet in  

Rev. 9,13-21 and the 7
th

 trumpet in Rev. 11:15-19 

 

 This concept follows the way that we also find between the 6
th

 and 7
th

 seal in 

Rev. 6:12-17 and Rev. 8:1. 

The interlude between these two seals we find in Rev. ch. 7. While the 6
th

 seal  

brings us already to the time of the coming of Jesus at the very end of the time, 

chapter 7 brings us back again to the time of the end-time sealing of the 144.000,  

but also forward to the time of the new earth 

 

 The interlude between the 6
th

 and 7
th

 trumpet we find in ch. 10 and 11:1-14. While the 6
th

 

trumpet in Rev. 9:21 brings us probably to the end of probation-time the chapter 10 brings us 

back in probation time. 

 

 The historic fulfillment of chapter 10 we can see in the beginning of the time of  

the end, announced in Daniel 12,4-13. This should be the time of the end of the  

1260, 1290, 1335 and 2300 years of the book of Daniel. This again would be the  

time between 1798 and 1843/44.  

 

 Chapter 11 seems to bring us even back in the time of the 1260, 1290 and 1335 years 

mentioned in the book of Daniel. 

 

 The end of the chapter 11 (V.15-19) clearly brings us forward again to the time of the 

consummation of all ages 

 

 The following chapters 11-14 again would bring us back in history by a new series of “beast-

visions”. 
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II.  The structural outline of chapter 11 
 

Following carefully the information and description in the text, I would divide the chapter in 

seven main sections: 
 

1.)  The general outline of chapter  11 
 

1.  V. 1-2a The measuring of the temple 

 

2.  V. 2b-6a The time of the trempling of the holy city, and the actions of the 

two witnesses 

3.  V. 7-10 The time of the beast from the “abyssos”, and the death of the two  

witnesses 

4.  V. 11 The resurrection of the two witnesses 

 

5.  V. 12 The ascension of the two witnesses  

 

6.  V. 13-14 The earthquake in connection with “the ascension” and the end of  

the 6
th

 trumpet 

 

7.   V. 15-19 The time and the events as announced by the angel of the  

7th trumpet 
 

 

2.) An outline of chapter 11, according to the nature of the vision 

 

A closer examination of the chapter brings us to the conclusion that this chapter has to be also 

divided in different parts according to the nature of events that are described. These differences 

are: 

 

(1) Where John sees different actions, and events  

(1)  Where John hears “the angel” talking to him 

(2)  Where John hears other voices saying and announcing different things. 

 

An other observation we will clearly find in this chapter, but also in other visions of Daniel and 

Revelation concerns the changing of tenses, in which the vision is reported! 

Interpreters and commentators seemed not yet have observed this difference! 

Personally I think that this is very important for the interpretation of the chapter! 

 

3.) An outline concerning the nature and time of the events of the vision 

 

(1)  V.1-2a  is the part of the vision, in which John first describes what he himself  

saw and experienced in vision, after having received, and eaten the booklet in ch.10. 

This he reports in past tens passive. (edothe moi = I was given) 

So after he was dealing with the booklet, according to the order of “the angel”, John 

again was given something in the vision. It was a reed for measuring the temple. That 

leads us to the supposition that he also saw this temple, but it is not explicitly said. 
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After this, “the angel” gave him some orders. These are described in imperative 

present. 

 

The next phrase however in v 2a leads us to an interesting situation. John gets the 

order to measure the altar but not the outer court. (Imperative present! 

Now a second aorist passive comes in. This time it does not concern John himself but 

the outer court, which he was not to measure 

The reason is given, because this outer court was given to the Gentiles. 

 

With this simple change in tens, John in his vision is taken back in history, from where 

he already was in chapter 10-11:1a ! 

Historically in this preceding passage, John was brought to the events after the 1260 

days even up to 1844. 

Now with this information about the outer court, John is taken back a certain time in 

past history, before the beginning of the 1260 years. 

From there on, “the angel” now goes on to tell John what would happen in future time. 

All the events that are going to take place are described in future tens. 

Exception is the description of the characteristics of the two witnesses and of the beast 

in v.5,6 + 7. These descriptions are given in present tens. All the rest of this section is 

future tens. This observation indicates very strikingly that we have to deal with a 

certain incision of events and time between v. 2a and v. 2b!  

 

 

(2)  V. 2b - 10  represents the large part of the vision, where John does not describe  

what he saw during this vision, but what he heard the “the angel” (Jesus) telling him. 

This entire part of the vision is described in future tens ! 

Exception is, as already indicated above, where present and past tens is used too 

This kind of describing a vision is not unusual in comparison with other visions in 

Daniel and Revelation. We find it in all the visions in the book of revelation. Normally 

however we do not take this fact in consideration. 

 

A superficial comparison with other chapters in the book of Revelation have brought 

me to the observation that the prophet makes a difference in describing, what he sees, 

what he describes of characteristics of all kind of things and persons, what he explains, 

and what he hears voices saying. They announce things in past tenses, others in present 

tenses, and still others in future tens. 

There seems no regularity to exist, to find out by which rule he decides to change the 

tenses. So every time we would have to find out ourselves, what meaning for our 

interpretation this change in using different tenses would have! 
  

It would be very exiting to find out the principle or the idea behind this observation, 

and how it also could help it in our interpretation of the visions.  

In interpreting the visions in the book of Revelation commentators do not always take 

this important fact in consideration. 

 

Concerning ch.11 however, it seems very clear, that this change in tens is a helpful 

indication that we have a certain division to make between verse 2a and 2 b?  

This would mean that the division between chapter 10 and 11 should have made 

at this place.  
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The historic interpretation of this passage will prove this observation as right. 

 

3.)  V. 11-14   This section continues in aorist tens and it again describes what   

John saw and heard in the vision. 

 

4.)  V. 15  What John hears  = a great voice in heaven 

 

5.)  V. 16   What John saw    = the 24 elders falling before the throne  

 

6.)  V. 17-18 What the 24 elders say and announce in their prayer before God 

 

7.)  V. 19  What John saw and heard, at the very end of the chapter. 

 

This division again results in seven sections of the chapter! Is it by chance so? 

Probably the exegetical part can bring us more light on that. 
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III. Exegetical observations in chapter 11 

 

A.  The measuring-process v.1-2b 

 

1.) “and there was given me” 

 

This is an expression, which occurs very often in the book of Revelation. We can observe 

different contexts and also different grammatical tenses, in which these expressions are found. 

Generally this expression is called a divine passive. 

 

 

Occurrences of divine passives in the book of Revelation 
 

The following list is only dealing with the passive form in relation to the verb “to give” 

 

Chapter tens author to good powers to evil  

powers 

 

2:7 future active God To the saints  

2:10 future active God To the saints  

2:17 “ “ “  

2:23 “ “ “  + unbelievers 

2:26 “ “ “  

2:28 “ “ “  

3:9 “ “  “ 

3:21 “ “ “  

     

2:21: aorist active “  “ 

3:8 perfect active “ “  

     

6: 2 aorist passive undefined  evil powers 

6: 4 “ “  “ 

6;8 “ “  “ 

6:11 “ “ To the saints  

7:2 “ “ To 4 angels  

8:2 “ “ To 7 angels  

8:3 “ “ To Jesus (angel)  

9:1 “ “  bad angel 

9:3 “ “  evil powers 

9:5 “ “  “ 

     

11:1 “ “ To John  

11:2    to the Gentiles 
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13:2 aorist active The dragon  evil power 

     

13: 5a + 5b aorist passive undefined  “ 

13:7a + 7b “ “  ‘ 

13:14 “ “  “ 

13:15 “ “  “ 

16:8 “ “  to the sun ! 

19:8 “ “ white robes to 

the saints 

 

20:4 “ “ Judgment to 

the saints 

 

 

Conclusion: 

 

These observations lead me to the following conclusion: 

 

(1)  The book of Revelation starts with promises concerning things, which God would give to 

the saints, and it also ends with such promises. 

 

(2)  Seven times within the 7 churches God is shown as the active author for giving future 

rewards to the saints. 

 

(3)  Only once in all the examples the devil is the author of a given power. 

 

(4)  19 times the construction is found in the passive form. 

 

(5)  In most of the cases the passive giving actions are related to evil powers. 

 

(6)  In 6 cases out of the 19
th

 the construction relates to angels or to the saints, to John, once 

even to Jesus, and once it refers to the sun.  

 

(7)  The context of these occurrences makes clear that only God could be the passive subject to 

the verbs. 

In all other cases the context also will permit to say that the authority behind cannot be an 

evil force, but only God’s authority. So we have to do with a so-called divine passive! 

 

(8)  In all these occurrences it is unusual that John himself is given something in the 

vision.         

The only time, when John himself is given something, is in Rev.11:1 

 

It seems that the message behind this observation could be that God wanted John to play a 

special active part in this particular vision, wanting to make him pay a special attention to 

this event in history.  So by this active engagement the scene must also engage the reader of 

the revelation to take an active part in this historical event, which is behind the vision. 

 

2.) “the angel stood, saying”  (KJV !) 
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Who is the angel that orders John to rise up, according to KJV 

 

This is not a normal angel because we should see it in context with chapter 10 where the 

angel clearly represents Jesus! The scene does not change between chapter 10 to chapter 

11;1. So in ch.11 it must be the same angel, which speaks to John through the vision in ch. 

10. However we have to notice that in chapter 10 it is not always the angel (Jesus) that 

speaks. 

 

In v.3 Jesus just cries with a loud voice! (V. 3 does not say exactly what he really cried, but 

it seems that it was the oath, which is described in v. 6-7) 

 

In verse 8 another voice from heaven orders John to take the booklet out from the hand of 

the angel. (Jesus) 

But in verse 11 the angel speaks up again and if we read carefully we will find that this 

very same angel (Jesus) is still speaking in ch. 11:10 

 

In chapter 11:3 this angel says :”And I will give power unto my two witnesses…”   This can 

not be a normal angel! 

 

So this observation leads us to the conclusion that Jesus was speaking personally to 

John in Rev. 10+11 ! 

 

The only other place that Jesus spoke to John personally before this vision, we find in Rev. 

1-3. But it seems that in these first chapters Jesus was real appearing to John at Patmos. 

The text says that John turned and saw Jesus behind him. (Rev. 19-12) 

 

In chapter 10 and 11 however, John seemed to be in vision. (He had to eat the booklet and 

he must have seen the temple to be able to measure it with the reed, which was given to 

him. That was all in vision.) 

 

In all other visions Jesus does not anymore speak directly to John. Only at the end of the 

vision He spoke again some concluding words. Rev.22:7,12,13,16,20 

 

This observation no commentator seems to have realized. In general commentators do not 

even identify the angel or they see a normal angel behind the one who speaks to John in 

ch.11.  

In the King James Version, this detail has also been overlooked. Because all other words in 

the book, which Jesus clearly spoke, are written in red letters. So it would have been right, 

to have written in red also the words spoken by the angel in chapter 10-11. 

 

In the rest of the book we will find that either different undefined voices speak, or voices of 

angels are heard, even voices of evil powers or voices of the saints or John himself. 

 

At this place however we must notice that the Greek text does not have the words “and the 

angel stood, saying….” 

It only says, “he is saying” (participle present 3. pers. singl.)  But this grammatical 

construction is in good harmony with the interpretation we just gave above! The one who 

speaks must be the same that speaks in 11; 3 and this must be Jesus himself. 
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Conclusion: 

 

If Jesus Himself is revealing to John and speaking to him personally in this vision in 

chapter 10 and 11, as in no other vision in the book, then this may indicate the special 

importance of this two chapters. It could therefore also be seen as the very heart of the 

book of Revelation that brings us to a turning point, and to the last events in world’s 

history. 

 

So everything that we are going to hear in chapter 11 has to be considered as special words 

of Jesus himself! The first one is the order to John to rise up! 

 
 

 3.) John is called to “rise up” (eager) 

 

This verb is used in following circumstances 

 

 for people who are sitting or laying John 11:21 

 for sleepy people to wake up  Mt. 26,46 

 for sick people to stand up  John 5,8   Act .3,7 

 for the resurrection of the death  1.Cor. ch. 15 

 

It indicates probably, in what position John was during his vision at this time. He may have 

been sitting or laying somewhere. But now the angel, who is Jesus himself, called him to 

stand up.  

 

Homiletical application 

 

Could it be seen as a picture of a call to a time of awakening, which would have to take 

place in connection with the measuring of the temple in future time? 

Would this time, when the historical fulfillment of this prophecy comes, be a time of 

spiritual awakening?  

 

Jesus here calls a living man to rise literally up. He calls His children to rise up spiritually 

from a spiritual sleep, then he calls them to rise up against false worship, and finally he will 

call them to rise up from literal death. 

 

Could this call to rise up also be an allusion to the theme of this prophecy, which has to do 

with a rising up of a sanctuary, which has been cast down? (Dan 8,11-13) 

 

 

4.)  The picture of the measuring process (V. 1) 

  

“And there was given me a reed like unto a rod: and the angel stood saying, Rise, and 

measure the temple of God and the altar, and them that worship therein” 
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This picture of measuring the temple is not unique in the Bible. We find this idea 2 times in 

the OT in connection with a restoration work that has to be done on a destroyed city, a 

destroyed temple and a lost Land.  

 

(1)  The measuring at the time of the Babylonian exile 

 

a)  Ez. 40 - 43:17  The rebuilding of the temple 

b)  Ez. 47-48  The retribution of the lost land 

c)  Zach.2:1-4  The rebuilding of the city of Jerusalem 

 

The historical context is the time of the Babylonian exile.  

The promise is the gathering of the captive people, scattered people, the restoration of 

Jerusalem, and the return and repossession of their Promised Land. 

A prophecy of 70 years of captivity was related to this restoration process.  

Jer. 25:12  and Jer. 29:10 

 

In each of these three occurrences the prophet is in vision. He has to watch and closely 

observe how a heavenly being does the measuring work.  

Then the Prophet had to inform the people about this vision and the exact plan. (Ez. 43:11) 

But it is interesting that God also gives the order by the prophet to the people that they also 

would have “to measure the pattern” themselves. (The word for pattern in Ez.43:11 is 

taknid or tabnit; probably there are two possibilities to translate this word! See also Ex. 

20,9 !)  

 

In this context the measuring of the temple has not only to do with a measuring of the 

temple as a building, but it stands also for the measuring of the character, the faith and the 

practical life of the people. (Ez.43:7-11)  

 

 

Spiritual lesson: 

 

A measuring process in the temple vision must not only be seen as a technical or juridical 

process of a restoration of a literal or spiritual building, but it must go along with: 

awakening, repentance, conversion, reformation and restoration of the spiritual life of the 

people of God. 

 

 

(2)  The measures of the sanctuary at Moses time 

 

In Ex. 25 - 30 we have also a building of a sanctuary.  

This time Moses was shown the heavenly pattern of this tabernacle. 

Exact measures were also given him! Moses was called to do a close observation of this 

heavenly tabernacle. 

 

He had also the order to inform the people about this plan and all the work. 

They work itself would have to be done by themselves! (Ex. 25:8) 

God just gives them the order, and the plan, and he also bestows people with appropriate 

qualities. (Ex.31) 
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This tabernacle should also be a representation of the plan of salvation and of the character 

of the people. 

It also had to be a practical teaching for the reestablishment of true worship and faith 

within the eternal law of God. 

 

 

(3)  The measures of the new Jerusalem in Rev. 21 

 

In Rev. 21 we also have the picture of a measuring of the new Jerusalem. 

The context is the time after the final judgment in Rev. 20  

At this time the whole vision represents the final restored people of God. It is a picture for 

the “bride, the Lamb’s wife”! (Rev. 21: 9) 

 

But there is still another place where we find a certain measuring process which has to be 

seen in a symbolic way. 

 

(4)  The measuring of a conquered people 

 

In 2. Sam. 8;2 David measures the conquered Philistines and Moabites. 

This seems to be a picture of victory and judgment over an enemy-people. 

It gives us the idea that measuring has also something to do with judgment.  

 

Conclusion: 

 

If we interpret Rev. 11:1-2 from all this background, considering the historical background, 

which the vision is referring to, then we get a very broad and complete picture of this 

restoration work that Jesus Himself revealed to John for the time of the end. 

 

This work of restoration will be done after a prophesied time of 1260, 1290 and 1335 years 

of desolation.  

(See the parallel to 70 years of desolation in connection with the literal temple in the OT) 

 

The beginning of this time for an end-time restoration is indicated by the 2300 years of 

Daniel 8,14. 

 

The prophecy of the 2300 binds the two events together. It starts with the time of the 

restoration of the literal temple, and ends with the time of the restoration of the spiritual 

temple, which is (a) the remnant people and (b) the heavenly sanctuary! 
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Time chart of historical fulfillment of the desolation and 

restoration of the OT- and New-Testament- sanctuary 
 

 

457 BC            1844 

   I_________________________2300 years___________________________I 
 

 

The situation in OT-Time 
 

Destruction of Jerusalem    Rebuilding of Jerusalem 

 

457 BC        516 BC 

   I_________________70 years__________________I___Time of restoration___  

  Time  of  desolation  of  the  literal sanctuary 

 

 

The Situation in NT-Time 
 

The taking away of “the daily”   Deadly wound 

King Clodwig      French Revolution 

 

508AD         1798 

  I____________________1290 years________________________I 

                   Restoration of the sanctuary 

508AD          1843/44 

  I__________________________ 1335 years__________________________I 

  Time  of  desolation  of  the  spiritual  temple 

 

  The abomination of desolation 

  538AD        1798 

     I___________________1260 years___________________I 

 

 

This historical observation brings us to the conclusion that Rev. 11:1-2a can be considered is an 

additional prophecy to Dan. 8,14 and Dan. 11: 30-35, and also to Dan. 12; 4-13. 

So this prophecy in connection with Rev. ch. 10 and the end part of Rev.11 contents further 

information, of what we should understand about the nature of the sanctuary, and its cleansing, and 

restoration.  

In addition to these chapters Rev. 14:6-12 and Rev. 18:1-4 constitutes the message of this final 

purification and restoration work before the coming of Jesus. 

The last goal that God pursues by this restoration can only be the restoration of the lost image of God 

in the fallen man and the final vindication of God’s character and law.  
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An historical observation of this restoration-process in past and future history 
 

It is interesting to observe all the way through the Bible, that at each time when God tries a new 

start with His people, He gets them involved in some way with a temple, an altar, and sacrifices. 

It always has also to do with a restoration or establishment of a new altar, a new temple, and a 

new people. It also has to do with new sacrifices and new priests, or all together.  

 

We can find 10 different epochs or periods in history: 

 

1.  Gen. 3: 21 In the Garden of Eden =  killing two animals and afterwards   

 beginning of erecting of altars (Gen. 3-50)  

 

  The priest seemed have to be each individual for himself? 

  Sacrifices are not special mentioned 

  The temple was the place of the altar 

 

  Did this order bring man not to sin anymore and change his heart? 

 

 

2.  Gen.8:20 Noah after the flood  = He erected his altar. So the new world   

 started with a new relationship to God before an altar. 

 

  The priest seemed have to be the Father of a family. 

  The sacrifices in Noah’s time = every clean animal. 

  The temple was the place of the altar  

 

  Did it change the heart of the people after the flood? Did they    

 reflect more the image of God? 

 

 

3.  Gen. 12:8 Abraham after the tour of Babel. Again we find the erecting of  

altars.  

 

The priest was still the Father of each family (Melchisedek!) 

The sacrifices =  probably as in the time of Noah 

The temple was still the place of the altar. 

Did Abraham descendants become more the image of God?  

 

 

4. Ex. 25;8  Moses at Sinai during the time of the desert.  

A new start with the A people not only with an altar, but with the  

establishing of a special sanctuary.  

 

The priests were only chosen from the family of Aaron. 

The sacrifices were only clean domestic animals. 

The temple was a ever moving tabernacle built according to the  heavenly pattern. 
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Did it change the people? Did they become more the image of God, as God wanted to 

see them?   (See DA  208) 

 

 

5.  2. Chron. 4-7 The temple of Salomon during the time in Kanaan.  

 

A new start after the time of the moving tabernacle, with a new temple-relationship.  

 

The priests was still the Aaronits 

The sacrifices were the same as in Moses time 

The temple was a new wonderful steadfast temple 

 

Did this change the people and become more the image of God? 

 

 

6.  Esra 1-4 The temple of Serubabel after the babyl. Exile ! See also Esekiel’s  

Temple-vision. A new start again with a new relation to a new temple. 

 

The priests were still Aaronits 

The sacrifices were still the same 

The temple was a new one but built without a special plan. 

 

Was Ezekiels plan for the temple not taken in consideration? 

Was this a reason because no fire fell from heaven at the inauguration, as it was in 

Mose’s and Salomon’s time? 

 

Six times God made a new start with his people in the OT-Time. But it did not become 

a people that would build and live to the heavenly pattern.  

 

They went on living by continual sacrifices and forgiving, but not by continual 

obedience to the law, as God wished to experience it. (1. Sam. 15:22 or Ps. 40:7-9) 

 

At each epoch we could also observe that God revealed clearer His purpose with the 

people, but the darkness in their thinking and in their life and character become more 

and more evident. 

Finally in a 7
th

 period Jesus comes and showed them not anymore a pattern by visions 

and symbols, but by His own way to life and His own character.  

Would this finally bring forth His church to follow His example? So for a 7
th

 time God 

started again in order to try to get the character of His people according to the heavenly 

pattern. 

 

 

7. Hebr.7-10 The sanctuary in heaven (Jesus in the Holy place) during more than  

1800 years up to 1844 

This new start with a new people of the remnant of the literal Israel, and with people of 

other nations again began with a relation to a new sanctuary, which was not anymore 

erected by man but by God. The priest was not anymore a men, but Jesus himself! 

 

The priest or Highpriest was a much better one than Aaron or Melchisedek.  
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The sacrifice was a much better one. It was the blameless life of Jesus. It was not 

anymore an animal but the Son of God, our Creator Himself! 

The temple was a much better one. It was the heavenly sanctuary! (The Holy place!) 

 

Did all this changes on the part of God, really change His professing people on earth? 

Did it bring what God real intended to achieve with His church? Did His people 

become more likely the image of God? 

 

The sanctuary and the great part of God’s people were again destroyed and fallen in 

rebellion against God and His commandments. They fell short becoming transformed in 

the likeness of His character.  

 

It seemed that the cross of Jesus, a better temple, a better priest, a better sacrifice, a 

better altar, a better law, a better revealed truth, and even a greater power of the Spirit, 

did not real change much more the great part of the professing people of God, and even 

his near followers. Could God have expected better followers and a better church?  

 

Still the final goal, which God obviously had in His plan, was not achieved yet. Would 

it ever been? Or is it a false conception to see it like that?  

If so, then what is Jesus waiting for to finish with this world and with His plan? Does 

he just wait for a certain time in history? 

 

But we know God still didn’t give up after hundreds of years of apostasy. He tried 

again to start with a new remnant people that He brought out from hundreds of years of 

persecution and apostasy. 

 

 

8. Rev. 14:6-12    For a 8
th

 time God starts with a new remnant in 1844. 

 

Jesus again brings them to a special relationship to His heavenly  

sanctuary as prophesied in Rev. 11,1-2a  

 

The Highpriest is still Jesus 

The sacrifice is still His 

The temple is not anymore the Holy, but the Most Holy place! 

 

The revelation and knowledge of truth was much more increased. 

Did all this these change His professed people? Did they become  

more like the heavenly pattern in their character? 

 

Will Jesus ever see His plan fulfilled with His people on earth? 

The prophecy is clear! He will have a real spiritual Israel, “a church  

without spot and wrinkles” (Eph. 5:24-25  and Rev. 7: 3-8) 

 

He will have a people with a new heart and a new spirit that will  

walk according to all His commandments and build their character  

according to the heavenly pattern. (Ez. 36:23-27) 

 

This spiritual church by the power of the blood of Jesus and the  
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power of the Holy Spirit and by the help of all angels in heaven will  

not let its sanctuary be destroyed and defiled anymore.  

 

So there will be a 9
th

 period for the triumphant church. Without, or  

with us. God’s plan will not fail. He will have a people unified and  

sanctified by His truth. The prayer of John 17 will become a reality. 

 

The image of God in man will be restituted and everything, “which  

God had spoken through the mouth of his holy prophets” will be  

accomplished.  

As long as this condition would not be reached heaven will not let  

Jesus to come as we find the idea in Act. 3:21 ! 

 

 

9. Rev.21:11    This will be the time for a church without a mediator for  

forgiveness of further sins.  

 

There will not be a priest anymore 

There will not be a sacrifice for sin anymore 

There will not be a temple to go in anymore 

 

It will not need anymore a tabernacle as it was originally in Eden. Adam and Eve did 

not need a Mediator or sacrifice or a temple to be able to live.  

So it will be already after the close of probation, because Jesus will have become the 

tabernacle of all His real children, dwelling completely in them during this time of the 

seven plagues. (Rev.15:8) 

 

But still this will not be the complete restoration of the sanctuary, because the people of 

God at this time will still be in mortal flesh. 

There has to become a 10
th

 period in God’s history with its people. 

 

 

10. Rev. 21-22  There will be a last relation to the final heavenly temple on the new earth.  

 

A relation that will never break down, and a sanctuary that will never be defiled and 

destroyed anymore by any sinning creature. Praise be to our Lord Jesus! 

 

Is it by chance that we find 10 phases in history where God started again with His 

people by a new establishing of a sanctuary or altar? 

 

Is it by chance that Jesus came in the 7
th

 period of this development? 

 

But we should not forget how often God started again with each generation of His 

people, and with each individual during the simple life span of His children!  Don’t we 

have a patient, merciful and long-suffering God? 

 

5.)  Measure the temple of God, the altar, and the and them that worship    therein 
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(1) The measuring of the temple of God   

 

The Greek word for temple is “naos”  

In the book of Revelation it seemed to be used for the innermost part of the temple where even 

the throne of God exists.   

 

Rev. 3;12  The place, whereof God reigns   

Rev. 7:15   The place, of worship for the great multitude which is   

  identical with the 1400.000 

Rev. 11:19  The place, where John saw the ark of testament 

Rev. 14;15+17  The place, whereof  “angels” come for judgment 

Rev. 15:5+8  The place, in which nobody could go after probation closes 

Rev. 15:6+ 16:1 The place, whereof the 7 angels with 7 plagues come 

Rev. 16: 17  The place, whereof the voice come saying “it is done” 

Rev. 21:22a  The place, that will not be anymore in heaven  

Rev. 22:22b  The place, that represents God and the Lamb 

 

All together the word “naos” appears 12 times in these passages 

Naos is the place where God’s throne exists.  

 

When John therefore is called by Jesus to measure the temple than it includes the throne of 

God, which is represented by the ark of god. (Rev. 11;19) 

 

Spiritual lessons: 

The order to measure the temple could be seen as a divine invitation to do a close control, 

examination or investigation of the most holy place in the heavenly sanctuary. God allows 

examining the rightness of his throne, and His law, which represents His character. Jesus as the 

Son of God orders even to do it.  

This means that God has nothing to hide concerning his government, His law and His 

character. He wants to reveal it to everybody who wants to know it. Every man is even allowed 

to examine, to judge God, His government, and His law.  

So God does not only examine and judge human beings in regard to their works and characters, 

but God himself expects to be judged and examined and investigated regarding His works and 

character! 

 

Measuring the temple will also mean that man has to control himself if his works, his laws, and 

his character are in accordance with the heavenly pattern. 

This was the final sense in showing to Moses and Ezekiel the pattern of the temple. 

It also indicates that a restoration work in these areas is needed. 

 

 

(2) Measure the altar 

 

This can only be the golden altar of incense, which we also find in Rev. 8:3 

It is a symbol of prayer and worship. The altar of burnt offering represented the cross, and 

therefore it can not be expected to be seen in the heavenly spheres!   

 

Spiritual lessons: 
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Measuring the altar would mean to get acquainted with right prayers and worship. It also 

indicates the necessity of a restoration for a right worship and right prayers.  
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(3)  Measure the worshipers 

 

This third stage has not to do with the place of the sanctuary, or its furniture, but with the 

people in the sanctuary. A temple and an altar without worshipers, has no sense.  

There must be a difference between the measuring of the temple and the altar, and them that 

worship therein. 

 

Spiritual lessons: 

 

To measure the temple and the altar could be a pure theoretical enterprise. It would be a 

theological task to find out if everything concerning the sanctuary is on his place, and has its 

form. It would be a theoretical study concerning all the sanctuary-truth, in order to come out 

with the right teaching. 

All that has not only to do with the simple form and the literal contents of our prayers, but also 

with our whole way of living and practicing our faith. If our way of life and character do not be 

in harmony with the heavenly pattern of worship we will not enter the final temple in heaven.  

 

(4)  “The outer court measure not”! 

 

John is not ordered to measure the court without the temple because he was given to the 

Gentiles. 

 

Why does John not need to measure the outer-court? 

 

The reason in this text is, because it was given to the Gentiles! What does it mean? 

The outer-court was the place of the sacrifices. It was the place of special worship and 

reconciliation for the individual Israelite in Moses time.  

The people could not go there as a whole, but only individually 

 

The tabernacles in Moses time had an outer-court, but in this court no uncircumcised people or 

Gentile could come in.  

 

In Salomon’s time and later in the temple of Serubable and Herod the outer-court was 

accessible for the people as entity in sacrificing and worshipping, even for heathen. 

Since Jesus has come, and the temple has been destroyed, there is no earthly temple anymore, 

where literal sacrifices would still be necessary. 

 

Spiritual message 

 

When John was ordered not to measure the outer-court, it could have been the message that the 

time for an earthly ministry has passed away. 

But we know that the Christian church again started with a new ministry of sacrifice. So they 

where still going back to a kind of outer court-worship  

Christians, who do that, become Gentiles in the eyes of the Lord, but they are still confessing 

being Christians. 

 

In the sight of God they are “Outer-Court-Christians”! These are Christians and worshippers in 

general, who just go until the outer-court in their worship and relationship to Jesus. That is to 
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say that they just go to the cross and to the baptism. But they do not really follow Jesus in the 

holy place, and even less in the Most Holy place. 

 

These are worshippers who are satisfied with the forgiving of sins. They do not think about 

sanctification, as a necessity to get real justified by the blood of Jesus. 

They even less think about perfecting their character by the blood of Jesus and by the power of 

the Holy Spirit in order to get their character complete according to the heavenly pattern, which 

is Jesus.  

 

These kind of Christians are not only those outside of our church, but it could touch even us as 

SDA. 

 

Not to measure the outer-court could also mean that we do not need to examine the validity of 

the cross of Jesus. It’s not our task. God has granted that this would be a perfect mean for our 

salvation. We do not need to add something to it or doubt it.  

 

But after all this reasons, why John should not measure the outer court, we now just gave our 

reflections to this question. But if we look closer at the text we will find quite an other reason 

for not measuring it. 

 

 

(5) The outer court “was given” to the Gentiles 

 

I still would like to make some reflections on this special information.  

 

First we want to notice again that by this aorist passive, John is brought back in history from 

the time around 1844 to the time before the 1260 days. There the outer court somehow and 

somewhere “was given” to the Gentiles, which means “nations”. The consequence will be that 

they will treble it under food, as we will see it. 

At this time we should probably ask: How could that be? Who would do such a thing? 

The text just says: “measure not, because it was given to the Gentiles!  By whom would the 

outer court, which also can be seen as a picture for the church, as we will see in the next 

section, by given to the Gentiles to tremble under food? 

 

I think there is still another important meaning and historical lesson behind this information. 

 

As we already saw, the expression “was given” can be seen  as a divine passive! 

So that would say that God allowed that the church would given to the Gentiles! 

Can we really say that? Did God ever give His sacred people to the wild Gentile nations to be 

trodden under food by them? 

 

The answer must be: Yes! Again and again! God really permitted this! But way? Did God 

permit such a thing, while the people was faithful and obedient to him? We would never find 

such a situation in OT Israel!  

 

Did God change in NT? Or could it be, that the great time of persecution did not only happen 

because the church was so faithful to God, but because she was so far away from God?   
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Was the “outer court” the New-Testament church given to the Gentiles to get purified from 

errors and traditions, that slipped in during the first 5-8 centuries? 

 

To this question Daniel 11:30-35 could give us a clear answer! It deals exactly with this 

question, with the same time and situation in history as we have it in Rev, 11:2b-3 
 

 

B.  The time of the trembled city and of the two witnesses 

 

1. The holy city trembled for 42 month (v.2b) 

 

This is the moment when John starts to write and describe in future tens about  everything that 

the angel (Jesus) said to him. Historically seen, these next verses until verse 6 bring us back in 

the time of past history. 

 

The word “holy city” appears also in Rev. 21,2+10, which must be the same as the beloved 

city in Rev. 20 9. 

In Rev. 21:9 this city seems to be a synonym for the “bride of the lamb”, which is a picture for 

the redeemed church. 

 

In Rev. 11,2b the holy city could be seen in the light of these two texts. This would be a 

symbol for the church, which during 42 month (42 x 30 + 1260 years) would be trembled 

under food by these “Outer-Court- Christians”!   

The power behind these Outer-Court Christians” is also defined by 42 month in Rev. 13:5 

 

This has been fulfilled from 538 to 1798 by all the persecutions of different Christians under 

the power of the papacy. 

 

Trodden under feet 

It is remarkable that the idea of a holy place that should be trodden under food is used 

especially in prophetic contexts in the Old and New-Testament.  

 

According to Es. 63:18 the sanctuary of the people of Israel would be trodden under food. This 

was a prophecy in view of the later destruction of the temple and the town of Jerusalem in 587 

by the Babylonians.  

Jesus at His time was announcing another time for the second temple and the town of 

Jerusalem, which was rebuilt by Serubabel and Nehemia, to be again trodden under food. 

(Luk. 21:24)  

The reason for it was always apostasy, that preceded within the people of God! 

 

In Dan. 8:12-13 we have the prophecy about a time when the sanctuary would be trodden 

under food by the power of the little Horn. This would cause a great desolation for Christians 

during a long period of time. Daniel mentions three time-spans for this desolation:  3 ½  times, 

1290 days and 1335 days (Dan.12, 5-12)   

Does Rev. 11: 2b-6 speak of this time? As we will go through the whole chapter, we will see 

that Rev. 11 deals exactly with the theme of Dan. 8: 11-14,23-27; Dan. 11:30-35, and further 

on to Dan. 12-13 !!! 
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It is obviously that especial Rev. 10-11 should be considered, as an help in the interpretation of 

this passages of the book of Daniel. Both deal with the destruction and the pollution of the of 

the sanctuary and God’s people in this time of history and its final glorious cleansing and 

restoration! 

 

Rev. 11 uses just another imagery, but we have a temple, an altar, an outer-court, a holy city, 

and the two witnesses. All this pictures must find in some way their correspondence in Daniel 

8-12  

 

2. The time and identification of the two witnesses (matrysin) 

 

a)  The 1260 days cover the same time then the 42 month. This way to describe the time seems 

have to do with God’s people.  

We find it also in Rev. 12, 6 where God cares for the woman, which is persecuted by the 

dragon. This could be an indication that these two witnesses could have to do something with 

God’s people. 

 

b)  The two witnesses are prophesying by the power of God. The angel (Jesus) says: “I will give 

unto my two witnesses…” 

 

So this witnesses are direct under the power and guidance of Jesus. 

They are His witnesses. That means that they bear witness to Jesus. 

 

The Bible speaks on different places of at least two witnesses that have to testify a certain 

truth. See Dt. 17:6 

In Dt.19,15-21 we find even a law given by God to Moses warning them before false 

witnesses. In such a case it would need at least two witnesses to refute the liar and according 

to the situation such a false witness should even brought to death. 

This principle of two witnesses is also found in the New Testament. (Mt. 18;16  2.Cor. 13:1;  

1.Tim. 5:19;  Hebr. 10:20 

 

So this picture of the prophecy in Rev. 11 represents a overthrow of the divine order 

concerning witnesses. In this case the two true witnesses get in trouble by those to whom 

they bear their witness. This indicates that in this vision God wants us to be aware about a 

power that would overthrow the divine order of truth and law. By this it puts himself on the 

place of God as a divine lawgiver. 

 

Two witnesses against Jesus 

 

The story of the two witnesses seems also to be an interesting parallel to the situation at the 

death of Jesus. The true witness were killed by those, against whom he bore His testimony of 

truth.  

 

It is very interesting that Matthew 26, 60 talks about many witnesses, which tried to witness 

against Jesus, but without success. Then finally still two false witnesses appeared who 

accused Jesus, to have spoken against the temple. So we have the situation that two false 

witnesses had the right to live, and the real true witness had to die.  
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Did Jesus, as he revealed the vision in Rev. 11 to John, who was in a similar situation, make 

an allusion to His own situation on this earth? I strongly believe so! 

The principle behind was that Jesus represented the true law, and the true prophets. He also 

came as a witness for the truth. (John18:37)  

His witness was exactly for the law and the prophets of OT-Time.  

(See (Mt. 5: 17; Luk.10:26; and Luk.24: 25, 27, 44) 

 

Jesus was confronted with a power that did not accept either the law, nor his interpretation of 

the prophets, which he tried to exalt!  

So finally he was persecuted and at last even killed after about 3 ½ years of faithful service. 

Does Rev.11 also relate to such a conflict? 

 

 

 

 

 The nature and function of witnesses  

 

We know from our civil life that witnesses can be persons, but also written Witnesses, or 

other things that witness for, or against a certain person. But behind all, it can be a false or a 

right witness. 

In Rev. 11 we have to do with true witnesses. So we want to look in the Bible and see, what 

we can find as witnesses in general and especial in favor to Jesus. 

 

Gen. 31: 48   A heap of stones was a witness 

Dt. 30: 19   Heaven and earth as a witness 

Dt. 31  The book that Moses wrote as a song of the law, was a 

   witness. 

John 5:39  The Scriptures (= law and prophets) as a witness or  

    testimony ( See also Luk. 24-27 Moses and all the prophets) 

Act. 1:8  The disciples, the church as witness 

 

So to which of these witnesses does the prophecy in Rev. 11 refer to? 

 

The idea of Law and Prophets 

 

The combination of the law and the prophets, which Moses represented in his person, and 

his functions, seems to be in view in Rev. 11. 

 

This could be reinforced by the two allusions in Rev. 11: 5-6, where clear reference can be 

seen to Moses and Elia. 

 

The fire out of their mouth reminds us to the story of the rebellion of Korah in Nom. 16: 

31-32 

 

It may also be interesting that the same idea of fire, coming out of the mouth, we also find in 

connection with the “lion-horses” in the 6
th

 trumpet in Rev. 9,17.  

This seems to be an evil counterpart to this divine fire. It describes the power of these horses, 

as being in their mouth (9:19), as we see it in some way also in the mouth of the two 

witnesses.  
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In Jer. 5, 14 God promises the prophet that the word of God would be as fire in the mouth of 

the prophet, and the people as wood, that shall be devoured.  (See also 2. Thessl. 2;8 the 

spirit of the mouth of the Lord will consume the wicked)  

 

This is probably the best way to apply the fire out of the mouth of the to the two witnesses. 

 

That it does not rain for 3 ½ years reminds us the experience of Elia. 

1 King 17  +  Luk 4;25) 

 

The water turned to blood again reminds us the time of Moses and the  

Exode Gen. 8: 17-20 

It seems that these two witnesses represent an engagement in a battle about the law of God. It 

has also to do with a controversy between false and true prophets, as it always was in the 

history of the Old Testament, in the time and case of Jesus, the Apostles, and through all 

history in the new-testament time. 

 

c.)  The sackclothes of the two witnesses could confirm this idea.  

 

Sackclothe are not only worn by people in the Bible, but they are also worn by heavenly 

lights. (Es. 50: 3, Joel 2;13 and Rev. 6,12) 

 

Sackclothes are a sign of trial and affliction Dan. 9;3: Neh. 5,1   

Sackclothes are also signs of captive and persecuted people  

Ez. 7:18: Ps. 69:11 

 

This leads us to the time of long persecution and suppression of the word of God, and the 

people of God in Middle-age time. 

 

d.)  The two olive trees and the two candlesticks “standing before the God of the earth”. (v. 4)

  

 

This is a clear allusion to Zacharia 4:1-3 + 9-14 where it is a symbol of the work of the Holy 

Spirit. (Zach. 4:6) 

 

In Zach. 4: 14 it also says that the two anointed ones are standing before “the Lord of the 

whole earth”   

This is almost the same expression as in Rev. 11:4 where God is called “the God of the 

earth”, which is not a very usual designation for God in the Bible. (See also Jes. 54:5) 

 

Candlestick as such also reminds us the lampstand in the sanctuary (Ex. 25:31-40), which 

was a symbol of the Holy Spirit. 

In Rev. 4:5 seven lamps are described as standing and “burning before the throne” of God. 

They are interpreted as the seven spirits, which also may be seen as a symbol for the Holy 

Spirit, which should enlighten men.  

 

God’s word and law and the prophetic word as a light 
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We also find the word and the law of God, not only under the picture of witnesses, but we 

also find them under the picture of a light that shines in the darkness. See Ps. 119:103, 103;  

Prov. 6:23 

At the same time we also find the prophetic word as a special light on a dark place. 

2.Petr.1:19  

 

The two witnesses, defined by the word or law of God, and the prophetic word, clearly can 

be shown, as being in relation to the Holy Spirit. They are even a source for the Holy Spirit. 

This confirms once more that the two witnesses represent on one side, the word and law of 

God, and on the other hand the prophetic word, which are together a real source of the Holy 

Spirit. This word is inspired by the Holy Spirit, and it is also the voice of the Holy Spirit. 

 

But because we cannot separate the word of God from the people of God, which preach the 

word, we will have to interpret the two witnesses in this twofold meaning. 

 

 “Having stood” before the Lord of the whole earth! (v.4b) 

 

One observation may still be made concerning the tens that we have in the Greek text for the 

two witnesses, standing before the Lord. It is interesting that in the original language we 

don’t have a presence tens, but a perfect participle, which could be translated “having stood” 

before the Lord of the whole earth. 

By this the angel probably wanted to say that the two witnesses are not something new, but 

they have always stood before the Lord of the earth. There were never a time, when God did 

not have his law and his prophets, and His people. But we know that they also were always in 

trouble, and here in Rev. 11 seems to come a time, when they real get in great trouble! 

 

But finally this prophecy gives us also the assurance that nobody could fight against these 

two witnesses, neither against the word of God, nor against the people of God, without 

counting with the severe judgment of God. 

“If anyone will hurt them, he must be killed in this manner!”  

“Hurt” can also be translated by “to do unrighteously” (adikesai) 

 

How to understand the punishment to those who hurt the two witnesses? 

We know that during the whole period of persecution it did not really happen, what is said 

about the power of these two witnesses. We know that all these people and powers, which 

fought against the word and against the people of God, have not really been devoured by fire 

at this very time. The countries, which persecuted were also not smitten by all kinds of 

plagues.  

The prayers of the saints did not be heard in the way of Elia, so that it would not have rained 

for some years to punish the persecutors. 

This may put as before a certain problem in the real interpretation of this passage. 

I would say that by this pictures of judgment God did not want to say, what would 

immediately happen to all those who reject the word of God, and who hurt His people, but 

He wanted to make sure what will ultimately happen to those people. It may also be an 

allusion to the seven last plagues, which all those people will actually experience in that 

time. 
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C.) The beast from the abyssos  (v. 7) 

 

“When they shall have finished their testimony, the beast that ascendeth out of the 

bottomless pith shall make war against them, and shall overcome and kill them.”  

 

 The nature of the beast 

 

It is very interesting that this is the only beast in all the prophecies in Daniel and Revelation, 

which is not described in its characteristics. We do not know what it looked like. Jesus just 

told John that a beast shall come out from the abyssos! This could also be a hint that John did 

not really see this beast in vision but he only had a oral information about it. 

 

The only indication about this beast is the localization, where it shall come from. It’s called 

the “abyssos”.  

It is interesting to be aware of the localization of the other beast in the prophecies of Daniel 

and Revelation. 

 

A comparison with the other prophetic beasts 

 

(1)  Dan. 7          from a stormy sea 

(2)  Rev. 11:7        from the abyssos 

(3)  Rev. 12:3        in heaven 

(4)  Rev. 13:1        from the sea 
 

(1)  Rev. 13:11          from the earth 

(2)  Rev. 17:3            in the wilderness 

(3)  Rev. 17:8            from the abyssos 
 

I Think that there is a lot to think about why these beast are shown on so many different 

places ! It seems that the devil is omnipresent with all his agents! 

 

Now, our beast in Rev. 11 comes from the abyssos. This is not the only place in the book of 

Revelation, where we find this word. 

 

 The idea about “the abyssos” 

 

The abyssos appears for example in Rev. 9:1, where to a fallen angel a key was given to this 

abyssos. But at this time it was not a beast that came out but smog! Is that the same abyssos 

from whom the beast comes out? In the historical context of the 5
th

 trumpet it seems to me 

that the smog from this abyssos ascends even after the ascension of this beast. 

The same word we also find in Rev. 20:1, where Satan will be cast into this abyssos after 

1000 years. 

 

In Luk 8:31 demons ask Jesus to not let them go into the abyssos. So in this context the 

abyssos is a place where even devils do not want to go? That’s why I personally have a 

problem to see in the “abyssos” a demoniac habitation. Why should the devils not want to go 

in a place where they find their “brothers”?  

Do they not even like to be within their own brothers? This could probably be, if we think 

that the worst men on earth also sometimes do not like to be in companion with other bad 

men. On the other side there are people, who are atheists, but they have still good principles 

of life, and a sober lifestyle, but they do not like to live with others, who are also atheists, and 

unbelievers, but who are very bad persons, and characters. So even the world of unbelievers 
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on earth is divided, and fights one against the other. Could such a situation in the demoniac 

world have caused these demons to ask Jesus, to not let them go into the abyssos? 

 

On the other hand we also know that Satan himself would be forced to go into the abyss at 

the end of the 1000 years. If this would really be his home, why then should it be a 

punishment for him, to be locked there?  

 

When we look to Gen. 1,2 where the word “abyssos” appears for the first time in the Bible, I 

also would have a problem, to see a demoniac habitation in the world that God created at the 

beginning. But it was a place where life, which only comes by the Spirit and Word of God, 

has not yet existed. 

 

So it seems to me that abyssos represents not so much a place than more a state of being, a 

state of absence of spiritual life. This would also fit with the fact that the habitation of 

demons is not so much limited to a certain place in this universe. So the abyssos may be a 

symbol for the kingdom of Satan, which he has built in the heart of the children of 

disobedience. (Eph. 2,2) 

When God’s kingdom can be in the heart of men, then we know that also Satan’s kingdom 

can be there as a counterpart. On the other side the Bible tells us that he reigns in “heavenly 

places” (Eph. 6, 12< Greek version) 

 

So we are not to look for an abyssos somewhere beneath the earth or in the universe, but 

much more within the spirit of men. This spirit can be hidden for long time, but somehow, 

and at some time, it will be manifested, what has been developed in secret. This was exactly 

the way, as it always was, and in the individual life of a single person, and even in the 

development of whole nations and societies still is. 

 

 The time of the appearing of the beast 

 

This verse indicates a certain time, when the beast should ascend from the abyssos, in order 

to even kill these two witnesses, which have already suffered during 1260 years. 

It will be at the time when the will have finished their testimony. The Greek text has the 

following idea “ when the should have come to their goal with their witness”  (telesosin) 

 

So the time for this beast to come, should be expected and found in history at the end of the 

1260. 

The only power which fits best in that prophecy was the power of the French Revolution.  

This Revolution was a revolution as never before in history. It was not so much prepared on 

a political and military level, but on the level of an ideology. This was a power, which was 

made up and prepared in underground. It was not seen and surely not expected by most of the 

people if this time, as it was with the fall of the wall in Eastern Europe. 

So the power was already there, but it was not seen yet. It was still in the bottomless or in the 

abyssos! But at the appointed time it ascended from there. 

It is also remarkable that the motto of the ideology of the French revolution was “unity, 

egality and fraternity”. A very human-loving motto. But in reality it came out as a dictator. 

Unity, fraternity was only granted for those who become one with their ideas. Everything else 

was destroyed. 

The idea behind was to create a society, where everybody had to think as some powerful men 

of influence imposed. But it was presented as a democratic order. 
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Does this sound familiar to us today? Is this beast still alive but hidden. Will this beast come 

out again from the abyssos?  I think Rev 17 gives us the answer. There we have a beast that 

already was, and that will come out again from the abyssos! Will this have a relation to the 

ideology and political situation during the time of the French Revolution? I think so. 
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 The war against the two witnesses 

 

The Greek text speaks of a war with them (met’autwn”) 

In Dan. 7,21 we also read : “ and the same Horn made war with the saints and prevailed 

against them. 

But in Rev. 11: 7 we do not have the little horn who makes this war against the two 

witnesses but historically seen, we will find out that this beast in Rev. 11:7 even made war 

against the papacy, and wounded it deadly.  

So this beast was a power that on the one side made war against God’s word and His people 

but at the same time God used this beast to punish the papacy for what it has caused to the 

two witnesses during the time of 1260 years.  

 

But in Rev. 11:7 the focus of the war is not on the papacy, but it describes a war with the two 

witnesses. This is a controversy with the word, and with the people of God. That’s what it 

exactly was during the French Revolution. 

 

The word “war” (polemos) we find it also on other places in the book of Revelation.  

It describes the war between Michael and the dragon in Rev. 12: 17 

This was not a war with real physical weapons. It was a spiritual polemos. 

 

In Rev. 12:17 it also describes not so much a physical war, but again a spiritual war. 

In Rev. 17:14 + 19:19 again we have the beast and the 10 horns making war with the lamb, 

and the King of the King, and those who are with Him. 

This describes not only a physical war, but before all a spiritual polemos. 

It is a battle between truth and errors; between true and false interpretation of the Scriptures; 

between true and false conception about God’s character and power; between his law and 

human laws. It is a battle about true concepts of our existence and the existence of our 

universe and false ones;  between creation or evolution; between true conceptions concerning 

life after death and false ones.  

It is a battle between true and false theology or prophetic interpretation; between true and 

false doctrines of the sanctuary; between true and false worship; between true and false 

lifestyle etc… 

 

So in Rev. 11:7 we also should see the accent at the right level. Sure the devil always tries to 

start with a spiritual war, but at least it comes out in a physical and literal war. So both 

aspects, has to be considered in the polemos, which Revelation speaks about. 

 

 The two witnesses will be overcome and killed (v. 7c) 

 

This is a picture of a real gained war by the power of the evils. But this victory may seem so 

to the world, and to the enemies of the two witnesses. However the prophetic eyes bring us 

over this seeming victory, as we will see later on. 

But still we have to consider that God had always permitted that true witnesses had been 

killed.  (See Dan. 7:21, Dan. 11:33; 2. Chron.24:19; Neh. 9:26, Mt. 23: 34-35;  Luk. 11;41-

51) 
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All these texts speak about killing the prophets. But is does not say that they were also 

overcome! In Rev. 11:7 it says that this beast will not only kill the two witnesses, but that 

they also would be overcome. 

 

 The overcoming of the two witnesses 

 

I wonder if we do not have to make a difference between killing and overcoming in this text. 

If we go into the Bible we will find that overcome someone must not necessarily mean, to 

kill someone, but it could much more mean to overcome someone spiritually. 

This verb in the book of Revelation occurs normally only relating to the people of God. See 7 

churches! Each time, when the word is used it relates positively to the saints. The people of 

God is called to overcome sin and the power of Satan and the world! But this time we read 

that the beast overcomes the two witnesses! This seems to indicate a spiritual defeat.  

Does it mean that the two wittnesses would be overcome by the satanic influence of this 

worldly power?  

In Rom. 12:21 Paul says: “be not overcome of evil!” 

 

Could it be that Rev. 11:7 is also a prophecy about what would finally happen with the 

people and the witnesses, which were originally faithful unto death, but in a certain time they 

would finally be overcome spiritually by this beast, which can be seen as the power and 

ideology of the French Revolution?  

I think this could surely be involved in this prophecy. At least we have the historical prove 

that the ideology of the French Revolution had real overcome to a great extend the faith of 

former Protestants. We just have to think about the modern critic of the Bible that this 

ideology has brought forth! The great part of the former groups of witnesses, have been 

overcome by this influence, that still bears its fruits in our time. (Modern Bible critic and 

critical historicism  etc…) 

 

 The cities where the two witnesses have been killed (v.8) 

 

“And their bodies shall lie in the street of the great city, which spiritually is called Sodom 

and Egypt, where also our Lord was crucified.” 

 

There bodies:  

In the Greek text the word body is not there. It’s the word “ptoma” in a singular form, which 

could be simply translated by “the fallen one”. But this word seems to have been used to 

describe a death body. Even the death body of Jesus was described by this word. However in 

a plural form. (Mk. 6:26) 

 

The great city:   

This city appears again in Rev. 16:19, where it is identified with the city of Babylon.  At this 

time, during the seventh plague, this town will be divided and fall into three parts.  

To my understanding this power of Babylon will be united just before under three powers, as 

it is described in Rev. 16,13. Dragon, beast and the false prophet will unite against the lamb. 

This unity will finally fall apart and be destroyed at the seventh plague. 

 

In Rev. 11: 13 this town seems to be the same, but at this time only a tenth part of this city 

falls. Could that be a foreshadow to the final, and total fall?  
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The opposite to this great town can be seen in the same chapter, as the “holy city”, which is 

Jerusalem. (See Rev. 21-22)  This town will never fall or be destroyed again, as it was in past 

time with the literal Jerusalem. 

The prophets even in OT are very clear on this subject. While Babylon is described as falling 

forever, Jerusalem always appears under the picture of restoration and final victory.  

 

The spiritual Sodom  

The picture of Sodom is repeated in the bible again and again as an example of for moral 

corruption and God’s judgment over a people that has gone away from God’s way to life, and 

which finally was destroyed by fire. It’s especially a picture for sexual perversion and 

immorality. 

 

See Gen. 19  /  Es. 1:9 +10;  Jer. 23:14; Ez. 16:46;  Ez. 23: 27; Zeph. 2:9 / Mt. 10: 15; Jude7 

 

This description of Sodom fits exactly in the ideology of the time of the French Revolution. 

 

The spiritual Egypt 

Egypt in the prophetic messages has always appears as a God challenging, and idols-adoring 

power. A power, that oppresses God’s law, and God’s people. (See Ex. 5:2; Josh. 24:17; 

Judge 6:8  Is. 19: 1, Ez. 20:7; Ez 29-32 / Jud 4-5) 

 

The Spirit of the French revolution can not be better described as under these to pictures of 

Sodom and Egypt.  

 

Where their Lord was crucified  

This is an allusion to Jerusalem the place where Jesus was literally crucified. But in Rev. 11 

it talks about a kind of spiritual crucifixion. We would have to think in the way of Heb.6:6, 

where according to this verse it is possible, to crucify Jesus by unbelief and apostasy. 

 

Their bodies not being put to grave 

This is a still greater profanation as only to kill somebody. Examples for such a profanation 

we find in 1.King 14:11; 21:24;  Jer. 8; 1-2,  14:16 

 

Jesus spoke about such a profanation in a parable meaning himself how people would treat 

even the Son of God. Mk. 12:8   

 

It expresses a real hate against a person. That’s what exactly happens with the Bible even in 

modern criticism. People are not satisfied to let the Bible just be as it is, but many of them 

real profane it in different ways as it also happened in France at the time of the Revolution. 

 

 The  death of three and a half days 

This reminds us of the three and a half times in the prophecy of Dan.7,25 + 12:7 and Rev. 

12:14.  

It reminds as also of the 3 ½ years of the work of the Messaiah on earth, or His three days in 

the grave. 

Has it to do with a special time of probation? A time, during which God prepares His victory 

over His enemies? 
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We know that the history if the French Revolution fits very well in all this prophetic 

description. It was the time between 1793 and 1797, where most of the battle against the 

Bible and Christianity as a whole was fought.  

 

 

Those who dwell on the earth 

This is an expression, which occurs also on other places in revelation. It designs not all 

people on earth, but it is an expression used to design the mainly the unbelieving world. See. 

Rev. 3:10/  Rev. 13,8 /  14: 6  ? 17:11) 

 

Those people can be seen as the opposite of those, of whom Paul says that their homeland is 

in heaven. (Phil 3:20) 

 

 

The tormenting of the prophets 

The word of God does not torment physically, but spiritually. People who are in opposition 

with God’s word are feeling bad and hurt. 

This word had been able to torment also a prophet as Jeremia, when he did not want to 

preach anymore. (Jer. 20:9  See also 1.Kor. 9:16) 

 

 

D.) The resurrection of the two witnesses (V11) 

 

This new section brings us back again in the past tens description of the vision. This could be 

a certain hint that the events that where interrupted in 11:2b goon at this point. 

From this verse on, John does not describe anymore what the angel told him during the 

whole chapter, but now he seems to describe again what he was seeing in vision again. 

 

“Spirit of life from God entered into them” 

 

This expression sure reminds us Gen. 2:7, where for the first time God bestowed man with 

his Spirit. This means transferring divine life to a non-existent, or dead creature.  

So this expresses a divine intervention in favor to the two witnesses. The message we find 

there is that even when men try to destroy the law and the prophets, God will find his way in 

his appointed time to bring to live again, and to exalt them before their enemies! 

 

The language and picture in Rev. 11:11 remind us Ez. 37, where also the Spirit of God 

entered into bones, which were laying around on the ground. They represent Israel in its 

spiritual state of devastation, before, and even during the Babylonian exile. This state of a 

spiritual death was shown to the prophet by this picture.  

Does this mean that the two witnesses, which during the 1260 days were still alive but in 

sackcloths, where not only literally killed by the French revolution, but also spiritually death? 

If we see in these two witnesses not only the law and written prophets but also the real 

people of God that lived at this time than we sure could see it also this way, as we already 

mentioned it above. 

But God had a final plan with his church, with His law, and the prophets! He has promised to 

exalt them above all. “The earth shall be filled with the glory and the knowledge of the 

Lord”!  
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“And they stood upon their feet” 

This again reminds us Ezekiel 37:10, where we find exactly the same expression! It seemed 

that God wanted to make us aware to this parallel in history.  

In Ez 37 the vision follows chapter 36 where Israel is still in Babylonian captivity, but where 

the promise of the restoration of the captive and oppressed people has been given. Chapter 37 

shows what God wanted to realize with His people in restoring it to a special nation, which 

would fully walk according to all His commandments.  

The reaction will be a great apocalyptic war against the restored people, which is described in 

Ez. 38-39! 

But finally even the gentile nations would have to glorify God and give him honor.(Ez. 

36:23) 

 

A structural and thematical parallel between Ez. 36-39 and Rev. 11 

 

Ezekiel 36-39 is a striking parallel to what we even find in the structure of Rev. 11 up to the 

end. 

We have the time of the destruction of the holy city and the two witnesses in V. 2b - 7  

      (see Ez. 36:7+19) 

 

We have the vision of the death of the two witnesses (v. 8-10) and we have the resurrection 

and the ascension of them. (11-12)   (See Ez. 37:1-2) 

 

There is a call to revival (V. 11-12)       (See  Ez. 37:4-6) 

 

In v. 13 we have an allusion of a destruction and war again (v.13-14)   

        (See Ez. 38-39) 

 

At least we have the triumph of God and His people (15-19) Ez. 38:16 ; 39: 7,13) 

 

This parallel, which we should not oversee, could real help us to better understand what Rev. 

11: 11-19 talks about. 

It has absolutely to do with the final restoration of the two witnesses, which represent God’s 

word and his people. But it relates also to God’s character and justice, which will be also 

restored by the restoration of the two witnesses! So in restoring and vindicating the two 

witnesses, God will be vindicated. 

This is exactly they principle idea, and the last goal of the whole sanctuary 

message! 

  

So Rev. 11: 11-12 must not just have to do with the situation about the time of the end of the 

French Revolution, and the beginning of the 19
th

 century, when the Bible-societies were 

founded, and a great work of revival began, but it brings us forward to the worldwide 

preaching of the gospel, to all nations and tongues, and finally even to the great vindication 

of God’s character, His love and justice. 

 

So Rev. 11:11-12 takes up again the theme that was left down in Rev. 11:1-2 
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E.) The ascension of the two witnesses  (V. 12) 

 

 “A great voice from heaven” 

 

The prophecy does not only talk about the resurrection of the two witnesses, but also of their 

ascension. This ascension is described by a picture of a cloud. This is a sign of heavenly 

presence and heavenly, supernatural power, which would be at work for this ascension. (See 

Ex. 40:34-38, Dan. 7:13, Act. 1:9; Rev. 1:7) 

 

That is to say that nobody from the enemies can reach and hurt them anymore. This is a 

picture of the final victory of the gospel, as Jesus foretold for the time, just before the end. 

(Mt. 24:14) 

  

This work of the final restoration will not come by the power of men, but by the order of a 

great voice from heaven. (V 12) 

 

This great voice reminds us the voices in Rev. 14:6-12 and Rev. 18,1-4. 

But we know that God will not really send angels to proclaim the gospel, but he will do it, as 

God always intended to do it. It will only be done in a special cooperation between God and 

a restored and holy people. The message can not leave untouched the messengers! 

 

The people will be filled with the Holy Spirit as never before and everything in God’s plan 

will be accomplished and restored. 

 

This picture of destruction and restoration of the two witnesses has brought me to a special 

concept, that we can find in the whole book of Revelation. It is the concept of death and 

resurrection. This concept we can find in this prophetic book at least seven times in seven 

different areas. 

 

 

Excursus: 
 

The sevenfold destruction and restoration pattern in the book of 

Revelation 
 

The book of Revelation is a book that deals with an eight-fold death or destruction, and 

resurrection, or restoration process. Seven examples have to do with a divine restoration, 

and one has to do with a satanic pattern. 

 

1.  The death of Jesus and His resurrection (ch 1:17-18; ch.5) 

2.  The destruction of the sanctuary and its restoration. (ch.11:2b; 11:1-2a) 

3.  The destruction of “Jerusalem” (holy city) and its restoration (Rev. 11:2b Rev.21) 

4.  The destruction of the two witnesses (God’s word) and their resurrection (Rev.11) 

5.  The destruction of the church and its resurrection (Rev. 12 + 14:6-12 + 18:1) 

6.  The deadly wound of the beast and its resurrection (Rev. 13:1-8) 

7.  The destruction of the individual saints and their resurrection (Rev.13:7,15; 20:4-6) 

8.  The destruction of the whole creation and its restoration (Rev. 16 + 22) 
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If we study more closely each of these examples, we will find that after having been 

destroyed, the restoration or resurrection leads to greater glory, than before the destruction. 

This is even the case with the  
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F.)  The great earthquake in Rev. 11:13 
 

 “And at the same hour” 

 

Which hour has the prophet in mind? The context gives us a certain indication for the time of 

this earthquake. As we exegetical followed the text, we sure observed that the whole chapter 

from v. 2b on, follows a chronological order. Each verse brings us some steps forward in 

history. This chronological order we also can observe in ch.10-11:2a  We do not find 

interruptions within this two sections of the vision. So it would be not wise if we would put 

the events in v.13 back behind v. 10 or 12 as some Adventist interpreters did and still do. 

 

 The historical setting of the earthquake of Rev. 11:13 

 

According to my understanding, there is no reason in the text, that indicates me that I would 

have to look for this earthquake in the time of the French Revolution, or even earlier. If v. 12 

brings us up to the final worldwide proclamation of the gospel, than this earthquake must be 

looked for at future time, still before us. 

This localization in time could still be reinforced with the event that follows in v.14-15. 

According to the following events, it seems that this earthquake leads us to the end of the 6
th

 

trumpet, which corresponds with the second woe in v14. 

 

According to this view we realize that Rev.11:13 brings us again in line with the events of 

the end of Rev.9, which is the time of the 6
th

 trumpet. Personally I therefore conclude that the 

final ascension of the two witnesses must take place during the events of the 6
th

 trumpet. 

 

538    time of two witnesses      1798       1844       earthquake      S.C 

I_____________1260 years _________I_______I___________I_6
th

 t_I-7
th

 t._I 

             resurrection   ascension-time 

 

 

If this interpretation is right, then we could try to get an idea about the events which are 

described in the 6
th

 trumpet in order to get some informations about the circumstances in this 

world at the time, when the gospel will be preached to all nations, and tribes, and in all 

tongues. According to Joel 2 and Rev. 18:1-4 this will be during a special time of the 

outpouring of the Holy Spirit, that is the latter rain. 

 

 

 The beginning of the apocalyptic war and the 6
th

 trumpet  

 

According to Joel this outpouring of the Spirit will be followed by an apocalyptic war, which 

is described in Joel 3.  I would say that the beginning of this war must have something to do 

with the “hors-lion-snakes army” in the 6
th

 trumpet. This situation must have something to 

do with the loosing of the 4 angels at the Euphrates. (Rev.9:12-13) 

 

It says that 1/3 of men would be killed and the others, who are not killed, will not repent. 

(9:18-21.) 
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That seems not just to be a spiritual battle, but much more a real destruction of men. The 

focus in this picture of the 6
th

 trumpet seems not so much to be on the people of God, but on 

the world. The 1/3 part, which is killed, cannot be the remnant people, otherwise we would 

have to say that the whole remnant would be killed at this time. Because “the remnant” of all 

those, who have been killed, will not repent anymore. So the killing of the 1/3 part of men 

does not merely concern the remnant of God, but it talks about men in general. In this case 

some of the remnant may however not be excluded, but the text does not give us a hint in this 

direction.  

 

But this observation of the text may lead us to the question: Where do we have the people of 

God within the 6
th

 trumpet? We have it in the 5
th

 trumpet, where the text talks about the seal 

of God in Rev.9:4, but where are they now? Do they not appear?  

May be that we find the answer in Rev. 11:13, where we again line up with the time and the 

event of the 6
th

 trumpet, which were interrupted by ch. 10+11. Personally I think that the 

nature of the earthquake in 11:13 could bring us to some conclusion. 

 

 The nature of the great earthquake of Rev. 11:13   

 

“And at the same hour there was a great earthquake” (seismos megas) 

 

What kind of earthquake do we have at this place? Is it a literal physical one or do we have to 

see it more symbolical ? There are some other places where we find earthquakes in the book 

of Revelation. 

Rev. 6: 12  a great earthquake  (“seismos megas” ) 

Rev. 11:19  an earthquake   (“seismos”) 

Rev. 16: 18 an extensive earthquake (“telikuntas seismos”) 

 

The context in these three occurrences seems describing literal earthquakes. (Rev. 11:19 we 

will still try to explain in this paper.) 

The context in Rev. 11:19 however indicates, as we saw in the whole chapter, a more 

symbolic application. But we have also to be honest to say that both possibilities are 

possible. Because some pictures in the chapter are not absolutely symbolic. We read about 

people, nations, tongues, earth, Spirit of God enemies etc… This we cannot interpret 

symbolically or spiritually. So we have a mixture throughout the chapter.  

Finally we will have to see if in the context of Rev. 11:13 it makes sense to interpret this 

earthquake literally or spiritually. Personally I would say that the damage of this earthquake, 

and the reaction to It, and even the time, when it should happen, could help us to get the right 

way to see it.  

 

The damage of the earthquake  

 

 “and the tenth part of the city fell” 

 

The city in this context we already interpreted as a picture for Babylon in contrast to 

Jerusalem. If so, then Babylon would stand for the whole worldwide system of false worship. 

It’s the opposite to the remnant people of God. So the earthquake brings a tenth part of this 

Babylon to fall.  
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In this case the earthquake can not be a literal one but has to be seen in a spiritual area. We 

would have to look for a great spiritual event that would be a certain damage for this false 

system of worship. So this has to be see as a certain spiritual attack against Babylon, which 

results in a spiritual fall of the tenth part of Babylon. That means that Babylon looses a tenth 

part of his capacity. 

What could this tenth part represent? If we go into the Bible then we find the number ten in 

certain prophetic-, but also other contexts. 

 

The first time, where we find something about a tenth part in the Bible is in the story where 

Abraham delivered Lot out from the hands of enemies. As result Abraham got lots of things 

in his hands, of which he gave the tenth part (the tithe) to Melchisedek. 

So the tith is the tenth part out of a whole, that belongs to God. This is the main idea that 

we find in the tenth part throughout the Bible, wherever we meet the tithe. So the tithe is the 

minimum of material things that belongs to God. 

 

We also have 10 commandments. God could have given 7, or 12, or even 24 

commandments. These would also be very significant numbers. But he limited to the number 

of 10.  

This also has something to do with what we owe to God and what belongs to him. Is the 

minimum of moral requirements that He expects from men. We know that there are much 

more commandments and laws that God’s requires from men according to the Bible. So from 

100% of requirements, the ten commandments can also be seen, as the tenth part of moral 

requirements of all other commandments. 

 

But the number ten we also find in the 10 Horns, which represent 10 Kings (Dan. 7,24 + 

Rev.17:12)  

If we want to be consistent in our interpretation of this symbols and interpret them with the 

prophet himself, then we will find that this 10 Horns are also representing all the Kings or 

Kingdoms of this earth. (See Rev: 19:19 + 16:14 ) 

 

For our interpretation of Rev. 11:13 the application of the number ten in the sense of the 

horns would not fit so well in the symbolic, than the first two examples in relation to the 10 

commandments or the tithe.  

 

So the tenth part of Babylon that will fall, could be seen as the part, that belongs to God, 

that Babylon looses.  

This part was in the hands of the enemies, as the tenth part was, that Abraham offered to 

Melchisedek. To my understanding this tenth part could be the people of God that at this 

time still will be in Babylon, but by the work of “the two witnesses”, as the shall “ascend up 

to heaven in the clouds”, God’s people, by the “loud cry”, will come out of Babylon! This 

would be the fulfillment of Rev. 18:4 

 

As we already saw in Rev. 11:11-12, the ascension has absolutely to do with this finishing 

work in the end-time proclamation of the gospel. So this earthquake would be a first reaction 

to the final proclamation of the gospel.  

 

The next reaction to this fall of the tenth part of Babylon is the killing of 7000 people. 

 

b) “and in the earthquake were slain of men seven thousands” 
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Who are these 7000 men? The number 7000 reminds us of the experience of Elia. We know 

that God said to Elia that He will leave over 7000 in Israel, which would not bow their knees 

before Baal.  

This is the only time that we find the number 7000 in the Bible. Personally I think that God 

did not mean that there would be exactly 7000. But he gives this number to just design a 

good number of a remnant people, which did not expect anymore at his time. Do we have in 

Rev. 11:13 an allusion to this number?  

However we would think about that, one thing is clear that the number brings us in relation 

to the story of Elia, who lived in the days of Ahab and Jezebell.  

We already had a clear allusion to Elia back in the ch.11 in connection with the two 

witnesses.(v.6) 

But this is not the only allusion. If we still consider the prophecy of Malachi, where in ch.4: 

5-6 he announces the coming of a spiritual Elia, just before the end, then we are exactly in 

this time-setting in Rev. 11:13. 

 

Earlier in this chapter we clearly had this Elia-concept within the two witnesses. Now we 

should not forget that this Elia-motive is still there in v. 12. The two witnesses are up there in 

the clouds of heaven. So this is a clear picture of the final three angel message, which also 

can be seen as the work of the end-time Elia. At the same time we are in the time of the 

endtime sealing of the 144.00 of Rev. 7:1-4! 

 

Now we know that in Elia’s  time, a lots of prophets were killed. (1.King 19,14) Will that 

happen again when at the final proclamation the spiritual Elia will do his work? Will there be 

again martyrs? Do the 7000 in Rev.11: 13 eventually relate to them? 

 

 7000 names of men - the signification of “the name” 

 

We should be aware that the Greek text does not just say 7000 men, but it say “in this 

earthquake will be killed 7000 names of men!”  

 

I do not belief that this is just by chance so. Wherever in the book of Revelation and also in 

the book of Daniel we read about killing, or destroying men, we never read that “names of 

men” would be killed. But we often find the word “name” in the book of Revelation in 

relation to God and His people.  

 

In Revelation 3:12 we read that Jesus would write His name, the name of the New Jerusalem, 

and His new name on those, who overcome. 

 

In Rev. 14:1 the 144.000 on the mount Zion are shown as already having the name of God 

and of the lamb on their forehead. According to Rev. 7:1-7 they are the result of the final 

sealing.  

 

In Rev. 21:12 we find the name of the 12 tribes of Israel, and of the 12 Apostles on the doors, 

and on the foundations of the walls of New Jerusalem. 

 

But in Rev. 13,17+18 we find the name in relation to God’s counterpart people and power. 

It’s the name of the beast.  
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All this, as we know, has to do with a certain attitude or character. Either we manifest or 

reproduce the character of Jesus, or the character of Satan. It depends, in whom we belief, 

and whom we obey and follow. So the name finally designs, to whom we belong.  

 

 God’s final people goes out from Babylon 

 

What has this to do now with the 7000. As we already saw, the number 7000 brings us in 

relation with the story of Elia and the remnant at his time. In Rev. 11:12-13 we are also in the 

prophetic and historical setting of the end-time Elia. We also have seen the concept of the 

people of God who leaves Babylon.  

Everything in this verses 11-13 deals with the concept of the remnant in confrontation with 

BABYLON. We also have the time of the last martyrs, which is already announced in Rev. 

6:11. We also know from Rev. 20:4 that some of those, who will refuse to adore the beast, 

and worship the image of the beast, will be killed.  

So with all this information to this context I would say, that these 7000 names could be seen 

as a clear picture for these last martyrs out of the remnant, during the time of the end-time 

sealing. So these are not just men that are killed, but “names of men”, that is, characters of 

men, which belong to God. 

 

The idea would finally be that the earthquake shocks Babylon. The three angel message 

shakes this false system of worship. A great number of God’s people respond to the call to 

leave Babylon. But Babylon reacts by a final war against the remnant. “And the dragon was 

wrath with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant….” (Rev. 12:17) 

 

In this war “7000” of the remnant, who would not bow their knees before Baal, this time will 

not escape, contrary to the time of Elia. They would rather die, than to disobey, because they 

have developed the character of Christ, and follow entirely His example. 

But at the same time, as we saw in the 6
th

 trumpet, the nations seem not only to make war 

against the remnant, but they also make war against themselves, so that 1/3 of men (not only 

7000 !) will be killed. 

 

This tells us that the time of the final proclamation of the gospel would not be a time of 

peace, as many believe, but it will a time of great troubles, as the Bible predicted it in 

Dan.12:1,and in Mt. 24.  

 

This concept of the wrath of the nations in the final work of proclamation is also in perfect 

harmony with the revelation of the Spirit of Prophecy, which has spoken through E.G. White. 

The following quotation sums up, what we just interpreted out from Rev. 11:11-13 

 

“This view was given in 1847 when there were but very few of the Advent brethren observing 

the Sabbath, and of these but few supposed that its observance was of sufficient importance 

to draw a line between the people of God and unbelievers. Now the fulfillment of that view is 

beginning to be seen. "The commencement of that time of trouble," here mentioned does 

not refer to the time when the plagues shall begin to be poured out, but to a short period just 

before they are poured out, while Christ is in the sanctuary. At that time, while the work of 

salvation is closing, trouble will be coming on the earth, and the nations will be angry, yet 

held in check so as not to prevent the work of the third angel. At that time the "latter rain," 

or refreshing from the presence of the Lord, will come, to give power to the loud voice of the 
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third angel, and prepare the saints to stand in the period when the seven last plagues shall 

be poured out.” (EW 85) 

 

This situation will coincide with the end of the 6
th

 trumpet, or according to Rev. 11:14 with 

the second woe. And in reality it will be a great woe, as we just saw it. Are we ready for it? 

Or are we still looking back to the time of the Turkish power for the fulfilling of the 6
th

 

trumpet?  

Sure if that has already been the fulfillment, we do not have to worry about events, which I 

just tried to describe out from this prophetic context? Am I wrong in this interpretation? 

 

 

 A final glorification of God as reaction to the earthquake in Rev. 11:13 
 

“and the remnant were affrighted, and gave glory to the God of heaven.” 

 

After all this events, which we just tried to catch, we still have to think about this reaction 

after this spiritual earthquake. It is probably not so easy to get the real sense to this reaction. 

But to find out the real meaning of it, we should ask first: who are these “remnants”, which 

will glorify God in that historical end-time situation? 

 

 There are at least two possibilities.  

 

The word and the idea of “a remnant” in the book of Revelation, does not automatically refer 

to Gods remnant. 3 times they clearly are related to God’s remnant. See for example Rev. 

2:24 + Rev. 12:17 

 

In Rev. 9:20, in relation to the 6
th

 trumpet, they refer to the unbelievers. This may especially 

be interesting, because in Rev. 11:13 we are also in the time and theme of the 6
th

 trumpet.  

Could it be that those, who are not repenting at the end of the 6
th

 trumpet in Rev. 9:20, in 

Rev.11:13 are shown as glorifying God? Would that be strange to see it in such a way? 

 

However we want to consider both possibilities. 

 

(1)  It could be the remnant of the tenth part of the fallen city. In this case the remnant would be 

those believers, which were not killed in this last war against the 144.000 thousands. 

But in this case we would have to ask why they would be affrighted and just give glory to 

God because they are in great danger. God’s remnant will not only give glory because of fear 

out of this dreadful situation. This would not be a real glory to God. 

That’s why I would like to think of a second possibility to give Glory to god. 

 

(2)  The other remnant could only be the remnant of those, who still remain in Babylon. These 

would be the enemies of God’s word, the enemies of God’s people and God’s law. If so, then 

we would have an allusion to another kind of glory to God, which God finally will also bring 

forth by His judgments.  

 

We know that even in biblical time we have some examples of people, who gave glory to 

God, but that did not mean that they all really adored God nor submitted themselves to God.  

 

Here are some examples: 
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 King Nebukadnetzar    Dan. 2:46 

 King Darius   Dan. 6:27-29 

 The soldiers under the cross Mt. 27:54 

 Even demons acknowledged the holiness of Jesus (Mk 1; 24) 

 

 We also know that the time will come when all knees would have to bow before Jesus 

and proclaim His righteousness and honor him. (Phil. 2. 10-11) 

 

 In the Old Testament God prophesied by the prophets about a time that will come, in 

connection with the apocalyptic war, that even the gentile nations will glorify God, and 

know that He is the only God. (See Ez. 28: 22+25; 36:23 and many other texts, where 

God announces that “they shall know that I’m the Lord”) 

 

If we read the book of Revelation up from ch.12, where the focus is especially made to the 

very last events, and to the day of judgment, we do not find a clear situation, where we would 

see that even the enemies of God would fall down at their knees, and adore God and glorify 

him. In all the passages of final glorification in ch. 7, 16 and 19 only heavenly beings and the 

redeemed glorify God. 

 

But we should even expect that such an important situation, which already the prophets 

spoke a lot of, would have been shown also to John. But it seems that this revelation does not 

appear in the final part of the book, but rather in the first part of the book! 

 

Rev. 3:9 describes for example a situation where enemies of God’s people would fall to their 

knees. This is a clear allusion to the OT, and will fulfill the prophecy that we find in Is. 60:14 

and Is 49:23) 

Personally I think that Rev. 5: 13 also describes this final glorification of God and the Lamb. 

 

Is Rev. 11:13 an allusion to this kind of glorification of God. The textual and historical 

context would rather lead us in this direction to look for an answer. At least we should not 

exclude it. 

Personally I rather see this kind of glorification in this verse. This would also fit in the whole 

conception and in the intention that God has by the restoration and vindicating of the two 

witnesses. As we already saw, by restoring and vindicating the two witnesses, God’s law, His 

justice and love or his character, will be vindicated by the whole world and universe.  

However we may see this question, the righteousness of God will only be established, when 

even His enemies would give him glory and acknowledge His righteousness. It’s a great 

possibility that Rev. 11:13 points already forwards to this time.  

 

Now lets go on to see what the prophecy in Rev. 11 still reveals us after the end of the second 

woe, which is the end of the 6
th

 trumpet. 
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G.) The time and nature of the seventh trumpet - a short outline 

 

I do not intend to go in all details of this new section, but I would like to try  to give at least a basical 

outline of the 7
th

 trumpet. 

As we saw in Rev. 11:13-14 in accordance with the 6
th

 trumpet in Rev. 9:14-21 this time will end up 

with a great wrath of the nations. God’s people will be in great trials, tribulations and persecutions. 

But it was already Daniel who said that at this time Michael the archangel shall stand up, and deliver 

His people! How does Rev. 11:15-19 describe this final deliverance? 

 

In this section of the chapter we should be aware that we also have to divide this scene into different 

sections. 

 

(1)  V. 15-16 What the prophet sees 

 

(2)  V.17-18 What the 24 elders say and announce 

 

(3)  V. 19 What the prophet continues to see in the context of the blowing of the  

7th angel 

 

The events in this section according to the text and according to the situation in the 

whole chapter follow a certain chronological order. 

 

The events of the 7th trumpet 

 

1.) A great voice in heaven 

 

A great voice announces the final overtaking of the kingdoms of this world by our Lord Jesus. 

(11:15-16) 

 

This is the fulfillment of the time, of which Dan. 7,14,26-27 was already speaking. I believe that 

the exact time, when the kingdoms of this world would be transferred to Jesus so that he could 

transfer also the kingdom to his people as we read in Dan. 7,27, would be just at the end of the 

investigation judgment. 

 

“Then Jesus ceases his intercession in the sanctuary above. He lifts his hands, and with a loud 

voice says, "It is done;" and all the angelic host lay off their crowns as he makes the solemn 

announcement: "He that is unjust, let him be unjust still; and he which is filthy, let him be filthy 

still; and he that is righteous, let him be righteous still; and he that is holy, let him be holy 

still."[3 REV. 22:11.]  

Every case has been decided for life or death. Christ has made the atonement for his people, 

and blotted out their sins. The number of his subjects is made up; "the kingdom and dominion, 

and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole heaven," is about to be given to the heirs 

of salvation, and Jesus is to reign as King of kings, and Lord of lords. (GC 612-613) 
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“The coming of Christ here described (Dan 7:13) is not his second coming to the earth. He 

comes to the Ancient of days in Heaven to receive dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, which 

will be given him at the close of his work as a mediator.”(GC 480) 

 

Most of our commentators see this situation at the beginning of the 7
th

 trumpet already as the 

moment of his coming. But as we see E.G.White does it not. She puts it right at the end of the 

investigation judgment. So with this event in heaven the time for the 7 plagues has come! That 

indicates clearly that the 7
th

 trumpet starts with the end of probation and therefore covers the 

entire period of the seven plagues. 

 

2.) The adoration of the 24 Elders 

 

The 24 elders who were sitting on their thrones at this very moment of the blowing if the 7
th

 

trumpet fell upon their faces and honor God. 

 

That indicates that the 24 elders, before this moment, were still sitting on their thrones. Now we 

know their thrones are around the throne of God. (Rev. 4:4) 

If we consider the context and the time of this situation then we should be aware that the time 

just before the blowing of the 7
th

 angel is the time of the investigation judgment. Therefore we 

can conclude that the 24 elders during the investigation judgment are sitting on their thrones 

around the throne of God. Now as the judgment is over, the fell on their faces and glorify God.  

That leads us to the further conclusion that the 24 elders are present during the judgment, which 

since 1844 deals with the saints on earth. Do we find a confirmation in the book of Daniel for 

such a conclusion? 

 

If we read carefully Dan. 7, 9, it does not only say that there were cast down a throne but thrones 

(pl.) were cast down. Daniel does not describe who was going to sit on these thrones.  But I think 

Rev. 11:15 is the answer. On these thrones the 24 elders took place. 

 

A question concerning the identification of the 24 Elders 

 

This brings me to the question, if the 24 elders are really redeemed people, as we usually 

interpret? Where would the bible give me the idea to believe that some of the redeemed people 

would already judge over the saints. According to Paul in 1.Cor. 6:2,3 and to Rev. 20:4 we know 

that the time for redeemed people to sit with Jesus and to judge over the world and over angels 

will come after the second coming within the 1000 years only. 

It seems that the 24 elders are belonging to the heavenly throne long before the resurrection of 

Jesus. They seem going to belong even after the second coming to the special presence of God. 

Do we need once again to think about these heavenly beings from another prospective, as we 

usual do? Could it be that we are involved in a traditional thinking on this heavenly authorities? 

Personally I think so! 

 

3.) The contents of the honoring of the 24 elders. V 17 

 

The 24 elders at this moment thank God that he has taken to him his great power and that he 

reigned. So this also indicates that the moment of this situation is not yet the moment of the 
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second coming, but the time when Jesus got the power over this world after about 6000 years of 

Satan’s reign. This can be still confirmed by the following announcement of the 24 elders! 

 

(1) The nations were angry  (See Ps. 2;    Ps. 46,6,   Ez. 38-39; Joe; 3;   

Acts 4:23-29;  Rev.12:17; 16:13-16)  

(2) and thy wrath has come  (Rev. 14: 9-11; 15:1;  Rev:16-19) 

 

(1)  and the time to judge the death  (Rev. 20: 11-15) 

 

(2)  and to give rewards unto thy servants, and to the saints, and them that fear thy name….   

(Rev. 22: 12 ;  Rev 21-22) 

 

(3)  and to destroy that destroy the earth (Rev 16 + 18 -19 +20:14-15) 

 

At this moment we should notice that everything, that is mentioned in this 7
th

 trumpet, has no 

symbolic in it. It describes literal and real events that are going to take place at the end of the 

time in the exact chronological order, as it is indicated in the text. This can also be confirmed by 

the Spirit of Prophecy. 

 

“I was taken off in vision to the most holy place, where I saw Jesus still interceding for Israel. 

On the bottom of His garment was a bell and a pomegranate. Then I saw that Jesus would not 

leave the most holy place until every case was decided either for salvation or destruction, and 

that the wrath of God could not come until Jesus had finished His work in the most holy place, 

laid off His priestly attire, and clothed Himself with the garments of vengeance. Then Jesus will 

step out from between the Father and man, and God will keep silence no longer, but pour out 

His wrath on those who have rejected His truth. I saw that the anger of the nations, the wrath 

of God, and the time to judge the dead were separate and distinct, one following the other, also 

that Michael had not stood up, and that the time of trouble, such as never was, had not yet 

commenced. The nations are now getting angry, but when our High Priest has finished His 

work in the sanctuary, He will stand up, put on the garments of vengeance, and then the seven 

last plagues will be poured out.”  (EW 36) 

 

We also should be aware about the way of expressing these chronological events in Rev.11:18.  

The word “and” appears 6 times in this one verse, and in this way the prophet goes on in verse 

19.  

We just should notice that in verse 18 the prophet does not describe anymore the contents of 

adoration and announcement from the 24 elders, but he continues to describe, what he goes on to 

see in vision.  

We also have to be aware that the prophet did not see in this vision of the 7
th

 trumpet all events, 

which the 24 elders announced. He just got the information about what would happen from the 

time on, when the 7
th

 angel begins to blow. 

 

If we study carefully the rest of the book of Revelation, we would realize that all that, what the 

24 elders announced, is revealed in more detail, in the later chapters of the book. So this section 

of the 7
th

 trumpet especially announces, what events would take place on this earth, and in 

heaven, when the time of probation closes, and the time of the 7 plagues begins, and what would 

go on till the coming of our Lord, and even afterwards. 

But before this new series of visions would go on, John still sees by what event the seventh 

trumpet would close. The 7
th

 trumpet does not end up with the announcing of all these coming 
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events of the 24 elders, but by some great things that John still got to see in this context. We 

even should expect it like that.  

If we look to the 5
th

 and 6
th

 trumpet in ch.9, we will find that they do not only begin with a 

special event, but they also close with a concrete event, that John was watching in vision. Why 

should the 7
th

 trumpet have an open end? 

So that’s why I believe that the events in Rev.11:19, are to be seen as the end-events of the 7
th

 

trumpet. 

 

4.) The end of the 7
th

 trumpet 

 

“And the temple of God was opened in heaven, and there was seen the ark of his testament, and 

there were lightnings, and voices, and thunderings, and an earthquake, and great hail.” 

 

Since the beginning of our history of our church all Adventist and even Non-Adventists 

commentators agreed that this events parallel the 7
th

 plague, and describe the world at its very 

end, at the coming of Jesus. Adventists however thought that the first part of this verse, where in 

the open temple the ark of the testament was seen, was fulfilled in 1844. But the same 

interpreters had no difficulties to see the second part of this verse as paralleling the 7
th

 plague. 

That’s why they started with the 7
th

 trumpet in 1844.  

Personally I think that this was not an interpretation, that was given by a real exegetical way. But 

this interpretation seems having been hold especially because of a certain description that E.G. 

White has given in relation to this text.  

 

"The temple of God was opened in Heaven, and there was seen in his temple the ark of his 

testament."[1 REV. 11:19.] 

The ark of God's testament is in the holy of holies, the second apartment of the sanctuary. In the 

ministration of the earthly tabernacle, which served "unto the example and shadow of heavenly 

things," this apartment was opened only upon the great day of atonement, for the cleansing of 

the sanctuary. Therefore the announcement that the temple of God was opened in Heaven, and 

the ark of his testament was seen, points to the opening of the most holy place of the heavenly 

sanctuary, in 1844, as Christ entered there to perform the closing work of the atonement.” (GC 

433) 

 

I would say that at this place E.G. White did not want to give an interpretation of the 7
th

 trumpet. 

Her intention in this chapter is not to give an exegesis of the seventh trumpet, but to explain why 

the law of God is immutable and eternal. If we would take this statement as her exegetical 

interpretation of Rev. 11;19, then all other statements that she made about this text, and all other 

explications, that we have from her, concerning the 7
th

 trumpet, would be in contradiction to this 

one. 

 

So I think if we follow the text in the Bible, we could not come to the conclusion that Rev. 11;15 

would already be the event of the second coming, as our pioneers explained it in contradiction to 

E.G. White, as we just saw above. E.G. White did not yet see in V. 15 the coming of Jesus, but 

the end of the investigation judgment. The pioneers did obviously not see it that distinctly. 

 

Personally I come to the conclusion that Rev. 19 should be seen in the light of the very last 

events, which would concretely take place just before the coming of Christ. According to my 

understanding from the text in its whole context, and from the internal structure of the chapter, 
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and other arguments, that I’m not able to give in this paper because of space and time, v. 19 

summarizes in a nutshell what the seventh plagues describe more in detail. To say everything 

about it and give a real deep and clear interpretation, we would have to study the 7
th

 plagues 

more in detail, as E.G. White by the way encourages us to do especially. 

 

At this place I just want to give the principle idea about the fulfillment of the opening of the 

temple, and the ark of the testimony, according to my personal understanding. 

 

 Why do we not see our Highpriest in Rev. 11:19? 

 

If this text would have to do with 1844, and the beginning of the ministry of Jesus in the Most 

Holy place, as it is indicated by the ark, then I would ask, where then is the High-Priest Jesus. In 

all other temple-visions before this time in the book of Revelation we see Jesus everywhere.  

We see him at the beginning of the seven churches in ch. 1 

We see him at the beginning of the seven seals in ch. 5 

We see him at the beginning of the seven trumpets in ch. 8 

But we do not see him anymore at the beginning of the seven plagues. And we know why. 

Because his ministry will be finished before the plagues, and Jesus will leave the sanctuary. 

 

 The open temple - a sign for the end of probation? 

 

Before the plagues begin we read in Rev. 15:5 that the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony 

was opened. This will be exactly at the beginning of the seven plagues but in Rev. 11:19 we 

would already be at the end of the plagues. This would be exactly at the beginning of the 7
th

 

plague. If so then we should not expect Jesus to be still in the temple. That’s exactly what we 

could see according to this interpretation. It seems that the idea of a open temple, where one can 

look into the most holy place, has to do with the end of probation-time. 

I think that this idea we also could find in the example, where Jesus died on the cross, and the 

veil in the temple was rent in twain. At this time too the Most Holy was seen. And this was an 

indication that for the people of Israel the time of grace came toward the end. 

 

So we would just have to ask if this temple and the ark, which contented the law of God, would 

be real seen to people on this earth before Jesus comes? Could it be that God before executing 

his final judgment he places all men on this earth before His law, which they did not want to 

honor and keep? If God is a just judge, He even would have to do it. Nobody could be judged 

without having a clear idea about the law, by which he was to leave and which he eventually did 

not keep. God will sure do it. 

 

The final fulfillment of Rev. 11:19 according to the Spirit of Prophecy 

 

The Bible says it very clear that “the heavens shall declare His righteousness: for God is judge 

himself.” (Ps. 50 60) This must be fulfilled before the extermination of all unbelievers at the 

coming of Christ.  

 

This interpretation stands in perfect accordance with Rev. 11:19, and also with a series of a 

statements from E.G.White. She gives a clear description, about what she was really seeing in 

relation to Rev. 11:19. 
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 “When God's temple in heaven is opened, what a triumphant time that will be for all who have 

been faithful and true! In the temple will be seen the ark of the testament in which were placed 

the two tables of stone, on which are written God's law. These tables of stone will be brought 

forth from their hiding place, and on them will be seen the Ten Commandments engraved by the 

finger of God. These tables of stone now lying in the ark of the testament will be a convincing 

testimony to the truth and binding claims of God's law” (Letter 47, 1902;  7BC 9720 

 

I surely believe that in this statement E.G.White was referring to Rev. 11:19.  If we would find 

somewhere else within the prophets of the Bible such a clear allusion, with even the same 

expressions and parts of sentences in it, as we see it in this description, we would have a real 

reason to think that the two prophets are probably seeing the same historical event. 

There are some more statements in this direction, which surely show that E.G.White, by the 

Spirit of God was led to help us understand the real fulfillment of Rev. 11:19. We will not find 

another verse within the seven trumpets, which she would make it so clear than exactly this 

crucial text. So personally I just wonder why we did not yet use these statements, at least as an 

help in our searching, in order to find the right interpretation on this text. 

  

“Man's theories are exalted, honored, and placed where God and his law should be. But God 

has not altered the thing that has gone out of his lips. His word will stand fast forever, as 

unalterable as his throne. When every case is decided in the courts of heaven, this covenant will 

be brought forth, plainly written with the finger of God. The world will be arraigned before the 

bar of infinite Justice to receive sentence,--a life measuring with the life of God for obedience, 

and death for transgression.” (RH 04-17-00)) 

 

“God has not altered the thing that has gone out of his lips. His word will stand fast forever, as 

unalterable as his throne. At the judgment, when every case shall be decided in the courts of 

heaven, this covenant will be brought forth, plainly written with the finger of God. The world 

will be arraigned before the bar of Infinite Justice to receive sentence. “ (RH 11-20-13) 

 

“And He [Christ] gave unto Moses, when He had made an end of communicating with him upon 

Mount Sinai, two tables of testimony, tables of stone, written by the finger of God." Nothing 

written on those tables could be blotted out. The precious record of the law was placed in the 

ark of the testament and is still there, safely hidden from the human family. But in God's 

appointed time He will bring forth these tables of stone to be a testimony to all the world 

against the disregard of His commandments and against the idolatrous worship of a counterfeit 

Sabbath” (MS 122, 1901,  1BC 1109)   

 

“Thus it is in our time. A departure from right principles will blind the understanding as to what 

is truth. The holy law of ten commandments, written on tables of stone by the finger of God, 

and placed in the ark, is the standard of righteousness. Before the obedient and the disobedient 

it will appear in the last great day, and all the wicked will be convicted. They will see that their 

actions proceeded from a depraved character. They will see that the part they acted served to 

carry on the rebellion begun in the heavenly courts. They will see all the cruelty and all the 

wickedness that have dishonored their Creator and brought about the wretchedness that fills the 

world.”(13MR-382-) 

 

When exactly did God show to our Prophet, would this revelation of God’s commandments 

brought to the eyes of the world? The context in the great controversy makes it clear that this 

will be shortly before the day of the coming of our Lord. If we would study the context carefully 
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we would find out that this would be within the events of the seventh and very last plague. This 

coincides exactly with the very end of the last trumpet.  

 

“There appears against the sky a hand holding two tables of stone folded together. Says the 

prophet, "The heavens shall declare His righteousness: for God is judge Himself" (Ps. 50:6). 

That holy law, God's righteousness, that amid thunder and flame was proclaimed from Sinai as 

the guide of life, is now revealed to men as the rule of judgment. The hand opens the tables, and 

there are seen the precepts of the Decalogue, traced as with a pen of fire. The words are so 

plain that all can read them. Memory is aroused, the darkness of superstition and heresy is 

swept from every mind, and God's ten words, brief, comprehensive, and authoritative, are 

presented to the view of all the inhabitants of the earth.”--GC 639 (1911). 

 

Personally I think that after this statements we do not have any reason anymore to discuss what 

we would have to do with Rev. 11:19. It must have been a special intention by God that He gave 

such a clear description in order to help us understand a critical prophetic text.  

 

 The final exaltation of the law of God before the whole universe 

 

E.G. White did not only think that this law of God would just be brought to the sight of the 

world, shortly before the coming of Christ, but she was also describing it in the context of the 

very last day, when all the wicked will be judged after the 1000 year. It would be just logical that 

this scene would be repeated at this time.  

In the next statements she describes the great scene of the last judgment, when before the eyes of 

all the men that ever lived on this earth, before all the fallen angels and Satan, and before the 

whole universe the final coronation of Jesus will take place. 

 

“As if entranced, the wicked have looked upon the coronation of the Son of God. They see in His 

hands the tables of the divine law, the statutes which they have despised and transgressed. . . . 

Every question of truth and error in the long-standing controversy has now been made plain. 

The results of rebellion, the fruits of setting aside the divine statutes, have been laid open to the 

view of all created intelligences. The working out of Satan's rule in contrast with the government 

of God has been presented to the whole universe. Satan's own works have condemned him. God's 

wisdom, His justice, and His goodness stand fully vindicated. It is seen that all His 

dealings in the great controversy have been conducted with respect to the eternal good of His 

people and the good of all the worlds that He has created. . . . With all the facts of the great 

controversy in view, the whole universe, both loyal and rebellious, with one accord declare: 

"Just and true are thy ways, thou King of saints" (Rev. 15:3). (GC 668-669) 

 

“What is the test of true religion? Knowing and doing the will of God, in accordance with every 

word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God. There is a sanctuary, and in that sanctuary is the 

ark, and in the ark are the tables of stone, on which are written the law spoken from Sinai amidst 

scenes of awful grandeur. These tables of stone are in the heavens, and they will be brought 

forth in that day when the judgment shall sit and the books shall be opened, and men shall be 

judged according to the things written in the books. They will be judged by the law written by the 

finger of God and given to Moses to be deposited in the ark. A record is kept of the deeds of all 

men, and according to his works will every man receive sentence, whether they be good or 

whether they be evil.”  (20MR 68) 
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As a further confirmation for this given interpretation of the 7
th

 trumpet, in which Rev. 11:19 

would still take part of the 7
th

 trumpet, I want to show it by a structural parallel, which exists 

between the 7
th

 trumpet and the seven plagues. I just want to show that something would not be 

OK, if we take v. 19 out from the 7
th

 plague. If the 7
th

 trumpet covers the seven plagues, or if the 

seven plagues are the unfolding of the 7
th

 trumpet, then we should find necessary parallels 

between them.  

Personally I would say that the 7
th

 trumpet could be seen as the table of contents for the seven 

plagues. So we should find in the seven plagues, what is indicated in the table of contents, which 

are the 7
th

 trumpet. Let’s see what we can find?    
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Parallels between the 7 Plagues and the 7 Trumpets 
 

The 7 Plagues      The 7 Trumpets 
 

Areas touched by the Plagues 

 

Areas touched by the Trumpets 

 
1. The earth 1. The earth 

 

2. The sea  (saltwater) 2.  The sea  (saltwater) 

 

 

3. Rivers and fountains  (sweet-water) 

 

3. Rivers and fountains  (sweet-water) 

 

 

4.  The sun (atmosphere over the earth) 

 

 

4. The sun (atmosphere over the earth) 

 

5.  The Throne of the beast (darkness) 

 

 

5. The Throne of the beast (darkness) 

 

6. The Euphrates 

 

6.  The Euphrates  

 

 

7.)  Temple,  lightnings,  voices,  

thunders, earthquake,   great hail 

 

 

 

7.)  Temple,  lightnings,  voices,  

thunders, earthquake,   great hail 

 

 

 

This tableau shows very clear that the 7
 
trumpets tends to be the foreshadow to the 7 Plagues. 

On both sides we find exactly the same elements that will be touched by the trumpets and the 

plagues.  

But this perfect harmony in all seven sections exists only if we keep Rev. 11:19 as the last part 

of events within the seventh trumpet.  

The harmony in parallel would be disturbed if Rev. 11:19 would be separated from the 7
th

 

trumpet !  

 

The next tableau shows, what would happen, if Rev. 11:19 would not belong anymore to the 

7
th

 trumpet ! 

 

 

Parallels between the 7 Plagues and the 7 Trumpets if Rev. 

11:19 would be separated from the 7
th

 Trumpet 
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The 7 Plagues      The 7 Trumpets 
 

 

Areas touched by the Plagues 

 

Areas touched by the Trumpets 

 
1. The earth 1. The earth 

 

2. The sea  (saltwater) 2.  The sea  (saltwater) 

 

 

3. Rivers and fountains  (sweet-water) 

 

3. Rivers and fountains  (sweet-water) 

 

 

4.  The sun (atmosphere over the earth) 

 

 

4. The sun (atmosphere over the earth) 

 

5.  The Throne of the beast (darkness) 

 

 

5. The Throne of the beast (darkness) 

 

6. The Euphrates 

 

6.  The Euphrates  

 

 

7.)  Temple,  lightnings,  voices,  

thunders, earthquake,   great hail 

 

 

 

 

???     Rev. 11:19 

 

It therefore Rev. 11:10 would be separated from the 7
th

 trumpet there would be no 

parallel to the seventh plague! 
 

The same observation can be made if we compare the damage caused by the plagues 

and trumpets! 

 

 

Parallels relating to the damages within the Plagues and Trumpets 
 

Damage by the Trumpets  Damage by the Plagues 
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1.)  1/3 of the vegetation hurt (men  

      and beasts would suffer by such a    

      situation) 

 

  

1.)  Sores on men (men suffer, but I   

      think beast will suffer too in such a    

      situation) 

 

2.)  o  1/3 of the see to blood 

 1/3 of living creatures die 

 

  

o  The see become blood 

o  All living creatures die 

 

o  1/3 of sweet-water to blood 

      o  many men die 

 

  

o  the sweet-water becomes blood 

o  not all men die 

 

4.)  1/3 of the sun, the moon and the  

     stars (atmosphere) become  

    darkened  

 

   

The sun (atmosphere) becomes hot  

 

5.)  Smog darkens the atmosphere           

(kingdom of Satan) 

 

  

Darkness on the throne of the beast 

 

 

6.) Wild hors-armies kill 1/3 of men 

  

Gathering for Harmagedon 

 

7.)  Judgment over the earth by 

earthquake, thunders, 

lightnings, and a great hail 

 

 7.)  Judgment over the earth by 

earthquake, thunders,  

      lightnings, and a great hail 

 
 

 

This perfect parallel exists only as long as we do not separate Rev. 11:19 from the 7
th

 

trumpet. If we separate Rev. 11:19 and take it as an introduction scene to the next 

section of the book, then this harmony fell apart! 

 
 

Parallels relating to the damages within the Plagues and Trumpets, if 

Rev. 11:19 would be separated from the  

7th Trumpet  
 

Damage by the Trumpets  Damage by the Plagues 
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1.)  1/3 of the vegetation hurt (men  

      and beasts would suffer by such a    

      situation) 

 

  

1.)  Sores on men (men suffer, but I   

      think beast will suffer too in such a    

      situation) 

 

2.)  o  1/3 of the see to blood 

 1/3 of living creatures die 

 

  

o  The see become blood 

o  All living creatures die 

 

o  1/3 of sweet-water to blood 

      o  many men die 

 

  

o  the sweet-water becomes blood 

o  not all men die 

 

4.)  1/3 of the sun, the moon and the  

     stars (atmosphere) become  

    darkened  

 

   

The sun (atmosphere) becomes hot  

 

5.)  Smog darkens the atmosphere           

(kingdom of Satan) 

 

  

Darkness on the throne of the beast 

 

 

6.) Wild hors-armies kill 1/3 of men 

  

Gathering for Harmagedon 

 

 

Rev. 11:19   ??? 

 7.)  Judgment over the earth by 

earthquake, thunders,  

      lightnings, and a great hail 

 

 

 

 

 

Conculsion: 

 

The structural parallel just presented seems not have been observed yet by any commentators 

that I personally know. But I believe that this should absolutely taken in consideration! Time 

and space in relation of this paper does not permit me to give some more, and still deeper 

parallels in other areas between Plagues and Trumpets, but I would be happy, to be able to 

present still other proposals concerning these visions and others. 

 

Evidently this kind of a structure must have automatically further consequences for other 

issues concerning structure and interpretation of certain visions in the book of Revelation, and 

especially concerning our interpretation of the seven trumpets, and even of the sanctuary 

imagery in the book of Revelation. 
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The very last events of the 7th trumpet 

 

A great voice,  Voices,  lightnings,   thundering,  earthquake, and a great hail 

 

We find four visions in the book of Revelation, where we find some similarities to these 

events. 

The tableau can show us, where we find similarities, and where we find differences, which are 

not to oversee. 

 

 

Rev. 4:5 Rev. 8:5  Rev. 11:19 Rev.16:17-21 

     

    

 

Great voice 

Voices Voices  Voices Voices 

 

Thunderings Thunderings  Thunderings Thunderings 

 

lightnings Lightnings  Lightnings Lightnings 

 

 earthquake  earthquake Great earthquake 

 

7 burning lamps fire from altar  Great hail Great hail 

 

 

 
It seems that we have good parallels between ch 4 and 8 but more parallel between the very end of the 

7
th

  Trumpet and the 7
th

 Plagues. 

 

That’s why I think we would have to interpret ch. 4:5 and 8:5 with the same symbolism and 11:19 and 

16:17-21 with the same symbolism. 

 

I would suggest that we go from the more known to the less known. 

To find out, how we would have to interpret Rev. 8:5 we should try first to interpret Rev. 4:5 and also 

find a historical counterpart to what is going on in heaven at these time and places! 

Personally I think that this happened at Pentecost and Rev. 8:5 must have something to do with a 

similar situation in 1844. 

The one is the reaction for the Entering of Jesus in the Holy Place the other could be the reaction to the 

entering in the Most Holy Place. 

 

 

The difference is: 
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1. In Rev 4;5 we have 7 burning lamps, which is a symbol for the Holy Spirit. This 

could sure be an allusion to the Pentecost-event. 

 

2. In Rev. 8:5 we have fire from altar. This also may be a good picture for even more of 

the Holy Spirit. 

 See Examples in OT, where fire fall from heaven.  

 

3.  In Rev. 11:19 and Rev. 16:17-21 because of the perfect parallel of events and even 

because of the same time that these events take place at the very end of the time, I 

would say that these are also the same events. 

 

If the 7
th

 trumpet recovers the time of the seven plagues as we already mad clear, than the description 

in the seventh plagues is just a more unfolding picture for Rev. 11:19! But the events are the same. 

So If we are sure what events are in view in the 7
th

 Plague, then we also know what we have to 

understand in 11:19. 

For this reason probably E.G.White encourages to study more deeply the seventh plague!  

After having done such a study I came to the conclusion that we don’t need to understand this passage 

of the seventh plagues, and the whole passage of the 7
th

 Trumpet not symbolically, but we can 

understand it literally! 

 

When John in this two cases heard voices, then we would have to ask, if he heard something what no 

man on earth will ever hear, as it was in all other visions, or did he hear and see something, what this 

world would really hear and see, just before Jesus would come. 

Will any human being on this earth for example literally hear God’s voice hear on earth at this time? 

 

The Bible says, yes!  See Joel 4,16; Jer.25,30.31; Amos 1,2; Jes.30,29.30! (Joh.5,28.29) 

Ex. 19,19 +  Ex. 20,18; Ex. 4, 11-13 

 

 

E.G. White says, yes   See  GC   635ff 

 

The historical Parallels to these last events were: 

 

(1)  The manifestation of God on Mount Sinai 

(2)  The events that took place, when Jesus for the first time said: “it is finished” This was at the cross! 

We can find similar events in Jerusalem at the time of Jesus, to what the whole world will experience, 

when He will say with a much greater voice: “It is done”! (Rev. 16:17) 

 

A deeper study on all this events in connection with the 7
th

 trumpet and the 7
th

 plague I would already 

have in German. The same I do have for all 7 Trumpets, Seals and Plagues. Especially for the 5
th

 and 

6
th

 Trumpet, which have a lot to do with Rev. 10-11! 

I build the interpretation on the basis and principles presented in this paper! 

  

I would be very happy to have the possibility to share these insights, for which I was praying and 

studying for many years. 

 
Personally I was very blessed by the work required in this paper. I did not see important things before 

this class-work, and I believe, there is still more to be discovered. 
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I hope that I could have given some help to solve some of the problems that are still discussed within 

our own ranks on this chapter. I also hope that the concepts presented in this context of Rev. 11 could 

help us to find some further ground for interpreting other difficult passages, on which we still do not 

yet agree. 

 

I also thank my teacher, Dr. Jon Paulien for the great help, and deep insights, and also for very useful 

principles of interpretation of the book of Revelation, which he had taught us during this spring 

quarter 1997 in order to apply them in our personal studies! 

 

May God bless us as we go on struggling for better and clearer interpretations of the book of 

Revelation! 
 

 


